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A Cross National Appraisal of Preretirement Education*

Woodraw W. Hunter

I. Introduction

Technological achievements during the twentieth century have produced changes

of such magnitude and complexity that social scientists are only beginning to define

the perimeters of the new social order 'which has been created let alone understand

their effects upon the individual. Throughout Mestern societies, however, one ont-

came has been documented better than most, namely., the enforced retirement from

work of an unprecedented niber of older people and their commitment to an impor-

tant class of people for whom leisure rather than work is the prevailing way of

life. Moreover, i71 spite of major efforts to keep older people at work, the trend

for the past several decades in Mestern countries has been a steady decrease in the

utilization of older workers. With the continued application of technology in

The author wishes to express appreciation to the Cooperative Research Erandh,

U.S. Office of Education, whidh made funds available for a study of preretirement

education in the United States and Great P-itain; to Lorna Hubbard and her staff

of the Preparation for Retirement Committee, National Old People's Welfare Council,

London, England, who gave assistance of many kinds throughout the authorts stay.

in Great Britain; to Norman leaker, Birmingham Retirement Council, Andrew Atkinson,

the Glasgow Retirement Council, and B.A. Jones, the City Liberary Institute,

London, who gave unstintingly of their time and made it possible for the author

to study their programs firsthand; to 13 other adult educators in Great Eutitain

whose programs could not be visited but who completed a questionnaire and sent

the author program literature; to Dr. Lionel Cosin, Cowley Memorial Hoapital,

Oxfordl England, Norman Leaker and Andrew Atkinson vho made arrangements for

interviews 'with industrialists and labor leaders and for a survey of older auto-

mobile workers in England and Scotland; and to a number of specialists including

Marjorie Backe, F. Le Gros Clark, Brian GrooMbridge and Margaret Marsh with whom

the author had the privilege of discussing the retirement of older workers and

the character of preparation for retirement programs in Great Britain. Finally,

although the author assumes fall responsibility for this report, he is grateful

to Barbara Shenfield, Bedford College, University of London, and Lorna Hubbard,

Preparation for Retirement Committee, N.O.P.W.C., mbo read the manuscript and

made valuable suggestions for its revision; and to Theodore T. Curtis who assisted

in the compilation and analysis of data for the report and Lois J. Spaide who

expertly handled the manuscript at all stages.
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these countries, there appears little or no likelihood that the trend will be re-

versed. To the contrary, retirement appears to be finnly entrenched, and there

is good evidence that the age at which it normally occurs will be revised still

further downward.

Some observers view retirement as a waste of human resources and a denial

of basic satisfactions mhich come from doing uSeful mtik. Others see retirement

as a, notable adhievement of modern industrial societY--an achievenent which has

created for the first tine a dividend of.leisure yeare in which large mothers of

people rather' than a select few may realize objectives of prime value to the

individual and to the society in which he lives. Mhatever their point of view

toward retirement, most Observers agree on one thing: older peoPle Are often

poerly.prepared.to make wholeacme, "satisfying use 'of the superabundance of time

which retirement puts at their disposal. They also agree on the diffiCulties

which many older people brie living an a reduced income, handling the Changes

which occir in fanny relationshiPs, counteracting the tendenayin old age to

have fewer social contacts, and taking up residence in a, new and different

environment.

During tho past two decades in the United States and for a considerably

longer period in several countries of western Europe there has been a proliferam.

tion of programs and services which are designed to enhance the ability of older

people tomake satisfactory adjustment to a retirement way of life (Burgess, 1960),

Health maintenance programs, information services, housing projects, rehabilita-

tion services, employmont end vocational training programs, pensions and national

systems of social security,- programs to insure independent living such as meals-

on-wheels, housekeeping serviceS and friendly visiting, and ,a variety of activity

prograuti ars but a few of the adaptations being created to-help older people in

Western countries.
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Along with the upsurge of effort to create an environment in mhich the aging

can realise their full potential for a seamre and meaningftil retirement has come a

growing realization on the pert of educators that continued learning is a necessity

if adults are to possese the information and skills requiredUmate successful

adaptations to the middle and later years, and an increasing lumber of adult

educatore, for the most part in Great Britain end in the United States, have

developed specific programs for the aging, sometimes called preparation for

retirement or preretirement education,

71. Objectives and Methods

Despite this new emphasis on helping older people prepare for retirement,

very little is knoun about the various kinds of preretirement education programs

that are being offered in the United States and Great Britain, the methods whidh

are used to organise and conduct than, or their effectiveness in retirement.

Accordingly, the purpose of this peper is to assess the attitudes tomard and

readiness for retirement of two groups of hourly-rated workers, one in the United

States awl the other in Great Britain and against this background to compare basic

characteristics of preparation for retirement programs being offered in the two

countries. From a practlaal standpoint the purpose of this report is to enable

adult educators in Great Britain and the United States to profit from each other's

experience, and to provide guidelines for progrtm development in countries where

adult educators are only beginning to consider the needs of older workers About

to retire.

Sources of Data

During 1963 the author completed the collection of data f'or an experimental

study of the effects of preretiranent education among 108 employed, hourlywrated

autamdbile workers 60 years of age and older living and working in the Detroit,



Michigan, area, arid in this connection data were gathered Vhich described the atti-

tudes of attomobile workers toward-retirement and old age, their estimate of how

easily they expected to adjust to various aspects of retirement, and their general

satisfaction vith lift% Act nlelay% linrkers. .Hence, vhen pl-- vere iade to visit

Great Britain during the fall of 1963 it vas decided to duplicate the American

study in part, Groups of automobile workers in the-Iondon, Oxford, Birmingham

and Glasgow areas were visited, and in Vie time available a few workers 60 years

of age and older were interviewed by the author at each location.Arrangatents

were rade +/el have additional workers 60 sears of age ani oldek In the Tarious

automobile plaits canplete a questionnaire (see Appendix A) which contained some

of the same queStions which had previously. been-asked -in' the study of Detroit

automobile workers. Altogether data were obtained from 54 automobile workers in-

England and Scotland.

Coaarison of British and- American Workers

In addition to the British and American-groupi of workers being Made up of

male, hourly-rated employees in the automobile industry who lived and worked in

large urban centers, Table 1 shows that- they were comprised of workers of approx-

imately the same age and marital status. The composition et the tyo groups

differed, however, in such ether characteristics as place of birth, years Of

school completed, and years remaining before expected date of retirement. The

difference between the two groups in the number of years of schooling completed

is a significant one reflecting to some extent differences in national averages,

but alao the relative numbers of foreign-born.in the two samples.

There is also a significant difference between the two groups in the

number of years remaining before retirement. One-fourth of the British group

compared with two-thirds of the American group expected to retire in two year

or less. One explanation for this difference is that the American group was
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comprised of vorkers some of whom had made plans to attend a preretirement educa-

tion program and, accordingly, tended to be closer to retirement. Most of the

Table 1. Characteristics of Male, Hourly-Rated, Automobile

Workers in Great Britain and the United States.

Characteristics
British Workers American Workers

(N-51) (N-108)

/ears of Age
60-61
62-63
64-65
66-67
68 and older

Total
Median years of age

Marital Status
Mhrried, living with spouse

Never married
Widowed, divorced or separated

Total
Place of Birth
Native-born
Foreign...born - English speaking
Foreign-born - non-English speaking

Total
Years of School Completed

8 oxr. lems

9 cr .

26%
44
7

17.
6'

100

62.7

83%
6
11
100

100%
ewe%

100

11%
89ial

Median years of sdhool completed

Years Remaining Before Retirement

1 or less

100

9.5
(N-37)'

2
11

3
22

5

5 19

6 or more 30

Total 101

Median years before retirement 3.5

22%
33
29
lq,
6"

100
63.2

86%

6
100

59%

27
99

81%
20
101

7.3
(N-101r

38%
28
16
7
6
6

101
1,4

*These sUbjects ranged in age from 68 to 74 years ef age.

bAliworkers in this age categmry vere 68 years of age because retirement vas

mandatory at age 68.

°Seventeen of the British and 7 of the Anerican workers were undecided about the

date of their retirement.
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British workers in this study, on the other hand, did not expect to take part in

a preretiranent education program.

Although there are important similarities betwen the two groups of

workers, there are equally important dissimilarities which discourage some kinds

of statistical comparisons of the tyy groups or generalizations to other popula-

tions of automobile workers* Hence the principal value of these data is that

they permit comparison on an exploratory basis and they suggest guidelines for

future preretiranent education prograning and cross-national study.

Surveys of Programs

Several surveys of preretirament education programs friths United States

havy been made during the past decade. The results of these surveys and the

authorts relationship with several of the American programs' served as a basis

for samnarizing the dharacteristics of preretiranent education programs in the

States.

Similar surveys of programs in Great Britain were not available. It was

fortunate, however, that in August, 1963, the Preparation for Retitatent Com-

mittee, N.O.P.W.C., prepared a roster of 108 organizations which were or had

been involved in preretirament education, and from this roster 17 organizations

were selected because the) were known to have ongoing programs. Three of the

17 organizations were visited and their programs studied in detail. Question-

mires were mailed to the remainder (see Appendix B). The study of programs in

Great Britain was pr.jtarily concerned with 1) the organization and sponsorship

of program, 2) characteristics of programs, and 3) characteristics of parti-

cipants.

III. The Meaning of Retirement

How did automobile workers in Great Britain and the United States view

retirement? Did they look forward to it or did they reject it? Did they



consider themselves adequately prepared for retirement? How difficult did they

think it was going to be to adjust to various aspects of retirement? These and

other lines of investigation were mimed among the British and hmerical wcrkerv

in order to compare conceptions of retiroment and to explore yossibilities for*

furthr developmevt of preretirsment education programs and research.

Reasons for Retirement

Table 1, it will be recalled, shamed that some of the workers in b6th

countries did not plan to retire-for sane time, -Nevertheless, all of them were

asked to state what they thought the most important reason for retiring.would

be (see Table 2). Notwithstanding the role whiCh health has been found to play

Table 2. The Most Importa4t Reason for Retiring Given
by British and American katomObile Workers.

Most Important
Reason for Retiring

British Workers American Workers
(N147)a (N-102)a

Will want to retire 40% 41%
Mill have to retire because

of age 38 30
Health 17 16
Difficulty doing the job 2 ii
Other 2 . 2

Total 99

a
A total of 54 British and 108 Americans participated in the-study.
The number of subjects is less than the total in this and in other
tables because information wes sometimes not ascertained for one
reason or another or sUbjects did not answer questions-which did not
apply.

in the retirement of older people, neither group of workers expected poor health

to bezome the most important reason for their retirement. It was their judgment,

rather, that "wanting to retire,' and "having to retire because of age" would be

the moat important reasons underlying theirretirement. The groups differed,
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however, in regard to the proportion which give "difficulty doing the job" -as a

reason for retiring. Why more American than Pritish workers should expect

"difficulty doing thei., jobs" to cause retirement merits further investigation..

Reasons for Continuine to Work
erwaormatamtaasssawasarawaraniessarstailis~smissamseassa

Automobile workers in the United States may apply for retirement as early

as 55; they may decide to work until age 62 or 65 when they become eligible for

Social Security; or they may work until they are 68 when retirement beccmes manda-

tory. Workers in Great Britain have much less choice in the matter and they tend

more to wait until they are 65 years of age when they becane eligible for a

national pension (Wolfbein and Burgess, 1960). Moreover, there are extrome3y few,

if any, private pension program which encourage early retirement of hourlywrated

workers in Great Britain.

Table 3 shows the number of British and American workers who planned at

the time they were questioned to continue working for sane time and their reasons

Table 3. The Most Important Reason for Continuing to Work
Given by British and American Automobile Workers.

Most Important Reason
for Continuing to Work

British Workers American Workers
(N-39) (N-63)

Didnft have enough money on
which to retire

Liked the work and didn't
want to give it up

Feared they wouldnft be able
to keep occupied

Total

57%

33

10

81%

6

13

100 100

4WD

for staying on the job. Although not having enough money on which to retire was

primarily important to both groups, it was more important to the American group.

The British, on the other hand, tended more than did the Americans to like their
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work and to resent having to give it up. Presumably, under circumstances described

in Tables 2 and 31. one should expect the Americans would tend more than did the

British to look forward to retirement as an escape from work that was unpleasant

or eliffictat to perform.

Attitude Toward Retirement

The attitude toward retirement ft members of the two grove) was indexed by

responses to a Guttman-type scale which was developed originally for the Cornell

Study of Occupational Retirement (Thompson 3.90). As shown in Table 14 total

MOM.

Tible 4. Attitude Toward Retirement of British
and American Anton' Obile Workers.

Scores on Attitude
Toward Retirauent Scale&

Ile...71111111111.11.

British Workers American Workers
(N-54) (N-108)

1 26
2 18
3 2

Total 100
Mean Score .69

9%
7

r3 5

99
2.22

AMP

aThe higher the score, the more positive the attitude toward retire-
ment, The scale included the following items:

1) Some people say retirement is good for a person, some say it is
bad. In general, what do you think? (Positive response: It is
good for a person.)

2) Do you mostly look forward to the time when you will stop work-
ing and retire or, in general, do you dislike the idea? (Positive
response: I look forward to it, )

3) If it were up to you alone, would you continue working for your
present company? (Positive response: I would stop working.)

scores on this measure ranged from a low of 0 to a high of 3. By comparing mean

scores (.69 for the British and 2.22 for the Americans) it appears that a signi-

ficantly larger number of Americans did, as a matter of fact, hold a positive

attitude toward retirement than did the British workers.
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Results of the Cornell Study of Occupational Retirement suggest that a

favorable attitude toward retirement is associated with an accurate preconception

e retirement and expectation of an adequate retirement income. Data which

quanti.3.; these relationsthipc f t.hc workgrins mos Iweettented 4tn 'Nam&

and for the Ameriwin workers in Table 6. In both populations, as in the Cornell

Occupational Retirement Study pormlation, there were significant associations

Table 5. Favordble Attitude Toward Retirement as
Related to Preconception of Retirement
and Anticipated Adequacy of Retirement
Income Among British Automobile Workers.

Expected, Magna", Re-
tirement Incase

Expect:id Inadequate
Retirement Income

Percentages With a Femoral* Attitude
Toward Retirementw

Had an Idea ot What Re-
tirementyas Going to
be Likeww

Did Not Have an Idea
of What Retirement
was Going to be Like

60% (15) 38% (8)

40 (22) 29% (7)
INN

*Plravorables ai scor(s 2., 2, 3 on attitude toward retirement scale (see Table 1).
"Preconception of retirement was indexed by response to the following .question:

Agree - Disagree: Do you have a pretty good idea of what your life will be like
in retirement?

'ws*Anticipated adequacy of retirement income was indexed by the question: How do
you expect your retirement income to work out for you? Subjects were asked to
check one of five possible answers: 1) Will have enough money to do everything

really want awl plan to do after / retire; 2) Will be able to meet living
expenses; 3) Will barely bre& even; is) Will run a little in the red; and
it) Will run seriously in the red. Those who checked responses 1 and 2 were
placed in the adequate income category while those who checked the remaining
responses mere placed in the inadequate income category.

between a positige attitude toward retirement and having a preconception of retirement

and expecting to have enough money to live on. For example, among the Americans who

had a preconception of retirement and expected an adequate retirement income 61 percent
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Table 6. Favorable Attitude Tbward Retirement as

Related to Preconception of Retirement
and Anticipated Adequacy of Retirement
Income Among American Automobile Wbrkers.

Percentages With a Favorable Attitude
Toward Retiraftfint

Had an Idea of What Rel- Did Not Have an Idea
tirument was Going to of What Retirement
be Like was Going to 1:11- Lik4-

wass~asarsawasarars awasosamsasimmaricsawn row

Kxpected Adequate Re-
tirement Income 61% (38)

Rxpected Inadequate
Retirement Income 47% (19)

50% (20)

.

34% ( 29 )

AIPSOONIffraMID

had a favorable attitude toward retirement; at the other extreme among those who
;

did not have a meconception of retiranent and Itho did not expect an adequate

retirement income oniy 34 percent held a favorable attitude toward retirement.

Preparation for Retirement

-While further study is needed to clarify the situation for different occu-

pational groups, there is sane evidence both in the United States (Donahue, ,

Orbach and Pollak, 1960) and in Western Europe (Heron, 1961) that older people

tend to wait until they aro on the verge of retirement before they begin to .plan

for it, and many of them fail altogether to plan or to take steps ahead of time

to prepare themselves for retirement, Accordingly, the present study attempted

to determine whether, in general, automobile workers in Great Britain and the -

United States planned for the future, what kinds and how much ,planning they under-

took to prepare themselves specifically for retirement, *ether husbands and

wives shared in preretiranent planning, and, finally, how well prepared for

retirement the two groups of automobile workers believed themselves to be.
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'1 a 7. Various Aspects of Planning iin Proparation
for Retirement Among British and American
Automobile Workers.

SIII0111111111

Type of Planning or Preparation British Workers American Workers
11111111111WHOEMONI//0/

Plans Made for the Future (general)
Many plans
A few plans
Almost no plans

Total
Pleuis Made for Retirement (specific)

Yes
No

Total
Plans for Retirement Made With Spouse

Many or some of them
A few or none

Total
Nudber of Things Done to Prepare

for Retirement
0 - Nothing done

Things accomplished
4-6 - Things Accomplished
7 or more - Things accomplished

Total
Average number of things accomplished

Types of Things Done to Prepare
for Retirement
Discussed retirement with spouse, other
members of the family, or friends

Tried out one or more kinds of activities
for retirement

Consulted lawyer, doctor, banker, or
other professional person

Read retirement literature
Attended preparation for retirement program

Total

(ff-53)

6%
55
39

100
(w-54)

28%
72

100
(N-2o)

75%
25

100

(N-53)
36%

100
1,66

(N-87)*

67%

18

8
6
1

100

(N-1o8)

33%
54
34

101
(11407)

44%
56

loo
(N-68)

62%
38
loo

(N-105)
10%
41
38
lo

99
3.55

(N.362)*

44%24

10
9

13
100

*The N in this instance represents the total nurber of things done by all
to get ready for retirement.

**The data for this study we're collected after these sUbjects had enrolled
program but prior to the first session of the program.

subjects

in the

Let us look, first of all, at the quebtion of whether these particular

groups of workers in the United States and Great Britain were accustomed to making

any kind of plans for the future. Barron (1956) has maintained that preparation
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and life-planning aro concepbe more closely allied mith middle rather talanwith

lover occupational rours. eaae extent the data presented in 'Table 7 verify

Barronfs presumption. Ninety-four rercent of the British and 88 percent of the

Americans mere accustomed to make almost no plans or only a few plans for the

future. Despite the tendencrof both groups to do very littlep if any, plenning

for the future, the Americans tended to be somothat mare planfal than the British.

The tendency for the Americane to make more plans is even more narked as regards

making plane specifically for retirement-44 percent of the Amoricams compared

mdth 28 percent of the British made plans specifically for retirement. ,The

British, .homever, tended more than did the Americans to make their retirement

plans jointly with their spouse.

Although having made plans is often used as a, measure of preparation for

retirement, it is probably not as good a measure of retirement readiness as actual

things done to prepare for retirement. In this connection the American workers

tended more than did the British workers to take specific action to prepare them-

selves for retirement. Two types of preparatory actian appear to predominate for

each group: 1) discussion of retirenent with members of the family, friends,

co-morkers,or acquaintances, some of whom were retired, and 2) trying out one or

more kinds of activities for retiranent such as a hobby, an adult education

course, or an activity program for older people.

The tendency for both groups to discuss preparation for retirement mith

other people is of special interest in view of the fact that older people in he3

United States and in Great Britain A* not have available well established and

accepted patterns of retirement behavior to guide their choices of how to live in

retirement. Lacking such established guidelines, it appears these older workers

may have had to turn to people they knew best for suggestions of haw to deal with

retirement,
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American workers respectively. In both populations preparation for retirement was

highly associated ivith having made plans and having taken preparatory action.

16

Table 10. PreparaUoin for Retirement of American Wbrkers

as Related to Having Made Plans and Haring

Done Thing:, to Get Reaty. for Rairement.

1101111111141111111111101011116 illiligaillMWC-1://1111111111111111
01114101mIlIf 10111111M18111111111110111WINNU1011111151111/1111111111114.111111

11141111111MINI 1111111411111111111111100111101011011, AIM

Percentages Who Considered

Number of Things Done to Themsolves Prepared

Get Rect. for Retl.remen
Made Flans Did Not Make Plans

OWIMMOIOMMOMMWOMMINOWAMWMIMIWIMMOOMMOMMAMWAMWMWOMPMM

IIINIMMINNIMMIDINNIM111111111111111it 11111111011111 NM Men

3 or Moro

2 or Less

11111111111111MINCIIIIIIIIIIOft
1/11Pr

63% (141)

61% (18)

65% (23)

36% (22)

Similarly, Tables 11 and 12 examine associations'between preparation for

retirement and having a preconception of retirement and having a favorable

Table 11. Preparation for Retirement of British Workers

as Related to Having a Preconception of Retire- .

ment and a, Favorable Attitude Toward Retirement.

0101111111=111111111111.

Favorable Attitude

Unfavorable Attitude

Percentages Who Considered
Themselves Prepared

Did Not Have

Had Preconception Preconception

AlIPOnallI111141111111111111111MII

5o% (20)

47% (19)

111171

80% (5)

20% (10)

BmmsiIss=awiliitsmwwOwMNIPNlgsloiMssMeimasrlssaIxsssg

attitude toward retirement. Here, also, those in both groups who considered them-

selves prepared for retirement wire more likely to have had a preconception of

retirement and a favorable attitude toward retirement. Of course, the analyses

presented in the five tables do not establish cause and effect relationships.
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Table 12, Preparation for Retirement of American Workers

as Related to Having a Preconception of Retire-

ment and a Favorable Attitude Ttward Retirement.

Favorable Attitude

Unfavorable Attitude

4IMIXL11101

1111111111C

Percentages Who Considered
Themselves Prepared

Did Not Haft

Had Preconception Preconception

81% (32)

72% :25)

65% (20)

47% (30)
11111611111MNIIIIIIIMII

They suggest only that people who considered themselves prepared for retirement

also expressed a "_7orable attitude toward retirement, had an idea of what retire-

ment was going vc a like, made plans for retirement, and had taken specific steps

toward being ready for retirement; and, they support the effort made in most pre-

retirement education programs to encourage retirement readiness through various

avenues--the creation of positive attitudes, and the encouragement to make and

carry out plans for retirement.

Adjustment to Retirement

Finally, several aspects of adjustment to retirement were investigated by

asking the following questions:

1. In general, how do you thilik things will go after you retire? This

question was designea to index the sdbject's estimate of his general

adjustment after retirement,

2. How long do you eatimate it will take you to get used to not working?

Getting used to not working was believed to be central to adjustment in

retirement; the length of time it would take was assumed to be an index

of the facility with which adjustment was expected to take place.
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3. After retirement how often will there be times when you won't know what

to do to keep occupied? Those who expected to have little or no diffi-

culty keeping occupied were assumed to have anticipated adequate retire-

ment roles for themselves: a different but eqralIT central aspect of

adjustment to retirement.

4. The fourth and last index of adjustment to retirement vas obtained by

use of a Guttman-type scale previously used on the Cornell Study of Occu-

pational Retirement (Thompson, 1958). The scale was designed te Aeasure

disassociation with one's work as a necessary prerequisite to good

adjustment in retirement. It included the following items:

"Think of the time when you will be retired--

a) How often will you miss the feeling of doing a good jOb?

(Negative response: often)

b) How often will you want to go back to work? (Negative

response: often)

c) Haw often will you worry about not having a job to do?

(Negative response: often or sometimes)

d) How often will you miss being with the other people at work?

(Negative response: often or sometimes)"

Table 13 compares the tvo groups of workers in regard to the four measures

of anticipated adjustment in retirement. A significantly larger proportion of

American than of Etitish workers thought that things in general would go very well

or fairly well after they retired. Similarly, Americans expected to adjust to

retirement in a significantly shorter period of time. Not shown in Table 13 is

the fact that 10 percent of the Americans compared to 2 percent of the Britiah

answered the question about the time it would take to get used to working with the

response "No time" while it percent of the Americans compared with 2 5 percent of



Table 13. Various Measures of Anticipated Adjustment to
Retirement of British and American Automobile
Workers.

Measures of Anticipated
Adjustment to Retirement

British Workers American Workers

In general, haw do you think things
will go after you retire? (N-51)

Very well 12%
Fairly well 68
Not very wen or not well at all 20

Total 100
How long do you estimate it will take
you to get used to not working? (N-45)

Less than 1 month 15%
1-3 months 18
3.6 months 20
6-12 months
More than one year 29

Total 100
After retirement haw often will there be
tines when you wonst know what to do to
keep occupied? (N-54) (N-106)

Often 28% 15%
Sometimes 26 43

Hardly ever 46 142

Total 100 100
Disassociation with Work Score (N.54) (N-108)

6% 20%

1 7 38
2 26 27

3 28 10

4 33 5
Total 100 100
Mean Score 2.76 1.42

(w-lo6)
32%
64
4

loo

(N-97)
29%
114

22
29
6

100

the British gave responses such as *Forever" or "A lifetime." Almost twice as

many British as American workers stated that they expected to have difficulty

keeping occupied after retirement. Finally, as might be predicted, Table 13

Ohm that the British &ejects expected to have considerably more difficulty

disassociating themselves from their jobs.

Summary

Various asrects of retirement have been compared for American and British

automobile workers: reasons for retirement, attitude toward retirement,
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preparation for rttirement and anticipated adjustment to retirement; and most com-

parisons resulted in major differences between the two groups. For example, a

significantly larger proportion of Americans looked forward to retirement. This

particultr difference could be explained by the assumption that because Americans

in larger nuMbers expected to have difficulty :tang their jobs as they got older

and more of them found their work:unpleasant, they were more likely to want to

retire in order to escape an unpleasant situation. These factors precipitating

retirement maybe reinforced when the worker expects to have an adequate retire-

ment inccme, and, indeed, in this regard as well, a larger nudber of Americans

anticipated having enough to live on during retirement. Finally, it could be

Table 14. British and American Workerst
Expectation of Income Adequacy.

apeoted Admacy
of Income'

British Workers American Workers

(N-52) (N-106)

Adequate

Inadequate

Total 100

54%

100

aSee footnote to Table 5 for definition of adequacy of income.

argned that the climate for retirement is different in the two countries. In the

United States there are more options available for early retirement; special

monetary arrangements are applied to encourage workers to retire early; labor

unions, industrialists, and co-workers often take the position that it is a good

thing to retire and make jobs available to younger men; and preretirement educamp

tion is becoming more and more prevalent as a means for helping the individual

make up his mind about various aspects of retirement including the most propitious

time at which to retire.
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There appear': )4o be a rather close association between attitude toward

retirement and preparation for retirement--plans and actione, but it was not

determined whether a favorable attitude towyrd retirement encouraged people to

prepare themselves for retirement or preparation for retirement created a favor-

able attitude toward retirement. Commonsense arguments would seen to support the

premiss that preparaticnIfte retirement to the extent it results in skills for

handling the environment, reduces anxiety and frustration and creates an accurate

preconception of retirement Inv cause rather than be caused by a favorable atti

tude toward retirement. Further research is needed, however, to confirm common-

sense presmmptions of this kind.

Various aspects of the workers1 anticipated adjustment to retirement were

indexed and compared: general adjastment, length of time it would take to become

accustomed to not working, and expected difficulty in keeping occupied and in

disassociating from onets jdb. Each of these measures placed the British workers

in a. more negative adjastment position.

Hence, successive analyses inclading anticipated adjustment to retirement

lent further sapport to the premise that British industrial workers have a mare

negative, =accepting view of retirement than do American industrial workers.

Having made this statement, however, one must be quick to point aat that the

present stady does not present conclusive evidence. The premise is suggested,

nevertheless, and the data indicate the manner by-which more definitive investiga-

tion might be undertaken.

TV. Preretirement Education in the United States

Origin of Programs

Preretirement edueaticm programs in the United States have been called by

various names: preparation for retirement, preretirement counseling, preretirement

education, and retirement planning. Whatever their name they have depended on
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preretirement contacts with individuals for purposes of helping them make a smooth

transition to and an acceptable adjustment in retirement. Programs in the United

States have utilized one of two approaches: the individual approach by-Which the

enployee and occasionally his spouse are invited to talk over with the employer

or his representative such things as terminal pay, pension benefits or various

forms of insurance; and, the group approach by vhich a nalkber of employees are

brought together at one time to participate in discussions of several aspects of

retirement in addition to financial considerations such as health, family, friends,

living arrangements, leisure activities, and legal affairs.

Very little is knawn About the origins of the individual type of program

except that early surveys indicate that many companies already had well estab-

lished programs yrior to 1950, and that these efforts were often related to the

development of a pension program.

The origins of the group type of preretiremsnt planning program,on the

other hand, can be traced more specifically to the pionagbwiner wnrk nf two American

universiti-s: The University of Chicago and The University of Michigan. At The

University of Chicago, where work was begun in 1951, the program drew heavily on

the research findings of a number of social scientists at the University who were

engaged in some of the first studies of the problems and adjustments of older

people (Cavan et al., 1949; Ravighurst and Albrecht, 1953; Friedmann and Ravig-

hurst, l954).

At present the Industrial Relations Center of The University of Chicago hal

a well developed program titled "Making the Most of Maturity" which it offers to

industries throughout the country (Burns, 1960; Burgess, 1960), and it trains

personnel men and others as discussion leaders for programs. The University's

Union Research and Educatioti Projects unit also has developed a progran titled

"Looking Ahead to Retirement" which it offers primarily to labor organizations
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(Anonymous, 1950); it has served effectively as a consultant to labor union groups

in the development of materials, and it has a training program for discussion

leviers.

The University of Michigan conducted its first educational program for

older people during the spring of 1948 (Tibbitts, 1948). Although it vas not

called preretirement education, it vas concemmadvilMa and titled Ilroblems 'and

Adjustments in Later Maturity and Old Age,' and vas essentially designed to assist

persons to adapt to the socio-peynhological changes concomitant vith aging and

eetirsment. This program, like those at The Undversity of Chicago, was based an

eft,lier studies of the needs and prOblems of aOnstment of older peopae conducted

by Clark Tibbitts. Later the program vas adapted for We with hourly-rated

vmrkers (Hunter, 1956). Other programs vere added including a liberal-educatian-

type discussion program ftr middle-aged people (Tibbitts and Donahue, 1960) and

programs to train union, industrial, adalt education, group work and recreation

personnel as discussion leaders for preretirement programs (Hunter, 1960, 1963,

1965).

These first attempts at two American universities to develop educational

programs for those on the verge of retirement were based, for the most part, on

the premise that people as they grow older face certain crises or prOblems, and

that a fuller understanding of these prOblem situations ahould result in better

adjustment during the later years. The emphasis on the prOblems of older people

was no accident. Stadies reported at about the same time as the first preretire-

ment programs vere making their appearance revealed a wide range of old-age

problemsreduced income, decreasing physical vigor and health, inadequate housing,

avast increase in leisure time, social isolation, and a lack of opportunity in a

society which places a low premium on the older individual. Despite achievements

of the past decade, older people, including several hundred automobile workers vto



have participated in programs offered by the author during recent nonths, still

express concern .with situations of reduced income, of maintaining one's health, of

finding satisfactory ways of using leisure time, and of having good relationships

with family and friends. Therefore, it can be argued that today's educatimal

programs for older adults, if they are to reflect the immediate concerns of those

who take part in then, should continue to emphasize old-age problems and their

solutions.

Pioneering programs at The Universities of Michigan and Chicago gave

impetus to the development of programs at other American universities. Palle

school adult education departments, goverment departments, libraries, Mks, and

Churches, as mell as an increasing number of industries mere soon to follow the

lead of the university groups. A nuMber of the larger labor organizations such as

the UN (AFL-CIO); the international Association of Machinists; the United Steel-

workers; the Community Services Department, AFL-CIO; the Upholsterers Inter-

national Union; and District 65 of the Retail, Wholesale and Departnent Store

Union, AFL-CIO, established programs for their members and encouraged their con-

stituents to initiate programs at the local level. There appears to be no slack-

ening of interest among these and other grours. Requestsof the Division of

Gerontology for information, materials, suggestions for programs, and assistance

in the development of programs from all types of organizations totaled 75 during

the past twelve months. Other professioaal morkers in the field report similar

experiences.

A nuMber of surveys of preretirement education or of retirement policies

and procedures have been made in the United States during the past decade and a

half (Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, 1950; Tuckman and

Urge, 1952; Edwin Shields Hewitt and Associates, 1952; Baker, 1952; B. K. Davis



Advertieing Service, 1953; National Industrial Conference Board, Inc., 1955; the

Welfare Federation of Cleveland, 1957; Perrow, l957; Reidh, 1958; the National

Committee on the Aging, 1958; the Philadelphia Health and Wlfare Council, 1958;

Walker, 1958; Mack, 1959; Naef, 1960; Romm, 1960; Breen and Marcus, 1960; Mtrmel

and Beideman, 1961; Franke, 1962; Shultz, 1963; Chicago Mayor's Commission for

Senior Citizens, 1964).

One of the surveys (Breen and Marcus, 1960) studied the prevalence of pro-

grams in labor organizations. Some of the surveys such as the B. K. Davis Adver-

tising Service survey, the Welfare Federation of Cleveland survey, the Chicago

Mayor's Commission for Senior Citizens survey, and the Philadelphia Health and

Welfare Council survey described =many programs in local communities or regions.

ethers, including the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, Tuck-

man and Large, Hewitt and Associates, National Industrial Conference Board, Inc.,

Memel and Beideman, the Franke and the Shultz surveys, are probably the best ones

for our purposes because they were national in scope, thereby permitting abetter

assessment of trends in the United States (see Table 15).

Preretirement EducatiortzammAllapices

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States survey (1950) of

355 companies with 407,h00 employees showed that 13 percent of the cumpanies

reported that they had either a formal or an informal program to indoctrinate and

prepare employees for retirement but, unfortmateIy, additional questions were

not asked to reveal more specifically what kinds of preretirement programs were

offered. It appears, however, that many of the companies which replied in the

affirmative did so on the basis simply of handing out literature or of notifying

the employee in a letter regarding his retirement. The Society implies, moreover,

that most of the preretirement programs or services were offered on an individual

rather than a group basis, and that companies which required mandatory retlrement



Table 35. National Surveys of Preretirement Programs
in American Industry, 1950 - 1963.

T.71.7............ganzol,,....

or Individual Year TYPe 'Number of

Making the of of Industries
surowy Survey Surveya in Survey

,

Dquitable Life
Assurance Soci-
ety of the U.S.

Tackman and
Lorge

Hewitt and
Associates

National Indus-
trial Conference
Board, Inc,

Wermel and
Beideman

Franke

Shultz

1950

1950

1952

1954

1959 A

1960 A

1963

355

70

657

of Industries
with Preretirp-
ment Programs°

Number o.

Employees
in Survey

(in millions)

12.9

37.1

53.6

327 65.4

415

36

1601

38.8

100.00

11.6

0,5

2.7

2.3

4.1

6.0

N.A.

N.A.,

aType of Survey:
Type A - Those surveys in which the study of preretirament education was the

primary purpose of the survey.

Type B - Those surveys in which the study of preretirement education was part

of a larger study of retirement policies and practices.

bThe definition of a preretirement program varied fram one survey to the other.

In the Equitable Life Assurance Society and the Tackman and Lorge surveys a

general question was asked: Does your company have any program, formal or other-

wise, to help prepare employees for retirement? Hence, many industries which

d..d no more than inform the employee about his pension rights were included as

haying a program. The Hewitt and the National Industrial Conference Board snr-

vem on the other hand, asked a. more specific question: Does ynur company have

agy kind of preretirement counseling program? Wermell Franke and Shultz in

their surveys defined preretirement programs as consisting of agy activities

beyond those of administering a retirement plan which mere designed to prepare

the employee for retirement.

0This survey was conducted among industries known to have a well estdblished

program.
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were more likely to prepare employees for retirement. The authors sum up their

findings as follows:

"The nost significant finding of this survey is that comptnies are facw
img the problems of preparation for retirement at different levels.
The najority of respondents havine program in operation cover finam-
cial preparation and the related factor of insurance, hospitalization
and surgical benefits. Less attention is given to the physical aspects
of aging and steps to maintain health, leisure time and recreation,
and outside activities and hobbies which may become revenue-producing,"
(1.0. 85)

Although Tuckmsn and Lorge showed that the companies in their survey used various

methods to present preretirement programs, approximately two-thirds of them

depended primarily upon individual interviews and comnseling.

Hewitt and Associates (1952) surveyed 657 companies with a coMbined work

force of 2,5million. Unlike the Tuckman and Large survey, the Hewitt survey

included all sizes and classifications of American industries but with some over-

represeniation of the larger manufacturing industries. Hewitt called this a

desirable bias because it made possible the indlusion of the greatest number of

employees and industrial practices.

The Hewitt survey showtd that individual counseling was performed by 53,6

percent of the companies and that they emphasized retirement income considerations.

The authors have this to say about the prantirement counseling programs:

"..seldom do the interviews begin early or occur frequently enough to
hope that the objectives of the program are being realized."

The survey deternined that only 8.2 percent of the companies with counseling pro-

grams conducted as many as two interviews beginning at least one year in advance

of retirement.

The survey also showed that only 2.7 percent of the companies offered

educational or lecture programs to stimulate interest in retirement. Presumably,

these programs were offered on a group rather than on an individual basis.

Another large national survey of preretirement education was one made in

1.954 by the National Industrial Conference Board, Inc., (1955) which studied 327



cor-anies with 4.1 million employees. In answer to the question, "Does your corn-

pany have any kind of preretirement counseling?" 214 (65.4 percent) replied in

the affirmative. Larger companies were much more likely to have preretirement

counseling than smaller companies because in this as in the two previous surveys

individual counseling dealt for the most part with pension benefits, and the

larger companies were more likely to have pension programs. Eighty-four percent

of the companies with preretirement counseling characterized it as "informal."

Those companies with informal counseling emphasised the financial aspects of

retirement: the amount of pension benefits, pension options open to the employee

and the method of filing for Social Security (OASI) benefits. Companies with

formal or organized counseling tended to cover the financial trics but they also

covered, such other topics as health, leisure time, service activities, and living

arrangements.

Tible 15 shows that the Wermel and Beideman (1961) survalywas the first

comprehensive national survey devotad exclusively to preretirement preparatim

programs in American industry. Mbrecver, the Memel and Beideman survey differed

from its predecessors by defining preretirement planning progrmms as consisting

of activities beyond those of administering a pension ar profit-sharing program

and, in so doing, placed emphasis upon content rather than on method. This

survey like the Tackman and Lorge and the Hewitt and Associates surveys purpose4

overemphasized the large manufa,turing industries.

Results presented in the Wermel and Beideman survey are based on data

received from 415 firms (6.0million employees). In som, 161 (38.8 percent) of

the responding firms reported having a preretirement program. Further, the

authors state:

17By far the greatest nudber of companies reported as offering retirement

planning programs to their employees relied primarily upon persmal

interviews. In 107 of the 161 surveyed firms with programs, analyser

of the responses indicated that individual counseling or discussion

interviews formed the chief method. ..." (p. 75)
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For the first time in surveys of preretirement programs, however, one sees

ridence that individual counseling had been broadened out to cover more than a

Leaussion of pensions. Wermel and Beideman reported that in the case of 107

mnpanies with individual counleling programs 84 of them scheduled sessions for-

ally and included a broad coverage of topics which were developed in advance of

.1121 interview. Only 41 or about one-fourth of the campanies reported that their

rograms mere based on the group coumseling method.

Other important conclusions reached by. Wermel and Betdeman were that:

1. In 1959 when the survey was conducted approximately half (47.7

percent) of the programs had been in operation for less than

five years and some (16,3 percent) had been in existence less

than two years prior to the smrvey(p. 34).

2. The nuMber of workers a firm employed seemed to have very little

bearing upon the existence of a retirement preparation program

(rt. 34). This finding is in contrast with the findings of other

surveys.

3. The principal reasons why comranies offered a rrogram were to

carry out the basic purposes of a pension program, to encourage

older empaoyees to retire, to create good public relations, and

to recognise an individual for his years of service (p. 46-47).

h. In all but fmur of the comranies which reported a program the

services were intended for all employees. However, in practice

tor management groups did not avail themselves of the service

(P. 69).

5. Approximately half of the programs (49.7 percent) were offered to

employees who expected to retire in less than five years (p. 72).

The sun Ire company preretirement programs conducted in 1960 by Franke

(1962) is one of the most trenchant assessments of preretirement education.



lie identified 43 firms around the country mho were reported to have had preretire-

ment programs for a number of years and asked them without the use of a standard

questionnaire to identify the main features of their programs, to identify agy

problems and to emphasize the values as they saw them in their programs- Fraake,

like the Other investigators, found that the most common approach to preretire-

ment planning was through individual interyiew or counseling with wide variation

in the subjeftt matter covered in the individual sessions.

Two of the special values of Frankets survey are his analysis of company

attitudes toward the program and his discussion of criteria for the future devel

opment of retirement preparation (pp, 62-65).

The smrvey of preparation for retirement programs in indaistry by Shultz

(1963) like several of the other surveys of preretirement programs preceeding it

WAS conducted as part of a broader study of retirement policies and practices.

Tt is of special interest, however, because it attemrted to determine whether

older people who participated in preretirement programs made a better adjustment

in retirement than those who did not participate in programs. For purposes of

the Shultz survey preparation for retirenent programs were definel as those pro-

grans which Mid more than merely explain any financial benefits for which

employees maT become eligible, Results of the survey are based on replies from

414 plants. Shultz summarizes his findings as follows:

1. Plants without pension plans rarely, if ever, have preretirament

programs.

2. Preretirement programs are much more commonly establithed in

large plants than in small ones.

3. Programs occur somewhat more frequently in plants which have a

compulsory retirement age,

4. Most industries use personal counseling in their preparation for

retirement programs.
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5. Preparation for retirement reograms appear to make a positive

contribution to satisfactory adjustment to retirement. Shultz

concludes's, however, that the evidence wIts meager and urged the

conduct of longitudinal studies.

On the basis of these surveys of company programs certain tentative conclu=

sions can be reached about preretirement education programs conducted by American

induatr7:

1. The development of Preretirament programs has been a recent one

which paralleled closely the growth of pension programs follow-

ing World War II.

2. Larger industries tended more than smaller ones to offer the

service,

3. Industries with rension programs were More likely to Offer pro-

grams than those without a pension program,

b. Programs were most frequently offered-to employees who are no

more than five years away from retirement.

5. There appeared to have been an increase in the number of programs

during the past decade, especially in the number of individual

'type programs, but the magnitude of the increase is difficult to

determine. On the Other hind, awareness of the program and

interest in explorirw its poSsibiiities were becoming fairly. wide-

spread,

6. There was little, if any, cooperation betwen industry and labor

unions in the developeent and support of programs.

7. Programs exhibited extreme varidbility in content and methods.

The individual arproach predominated. Some Programs consisted

merely of a single interview with an employee, some consisted of
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several interviews, others consisted of weekly group discussion

sessions for as many as ten or twelve weeks. Emphasis was most

frequently placed on financial matters. There appears to be a

trend, however, in both individual and group programs toward

including other topics for discussion.

8. There is little, if any, effort to control the quality of pro-

grams or to evaluate results. Companies prefer to utilize their

own staff including personnel officers, pension experts, or an

industrial relations official to conduct the interviews or lead

the discussions and few of them have developed any systan for

evaluating the effectiveness of their programs. Franke (1962,

po 38) suggests this is probably due to the fact that most com-

panies do not view a preparation for retirement program as a

major element in the management of the company.

9. Evidence of community involvement in company sponsored programs

is very meager. The fact has already been notel that most com-

panies are concerned with discussing pension benefits with the

employee rather than such topics as opportunities in the community

for the effective use of leisure time or resources in the community

to which the retired empaayee can turn for help. In the group

discussion programs. however, these topics are more likely to be

discussed and the company is more likely to request the assistance

of staff people from local social security, public employment, library,

recreation, adult education and public health departments to conduct

the program. Under these circumstances one might expect considerably

more orientation toward the community.
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Preretirement EducationUnion Auspices

Breen and Marcus (1960) have made the only comprehensive survey of prere-

tirement programs in labor umions in the United States. Their Objective vas to

Obtain information about existing programs and the tttitudes toward and awareness

of preretirement programs on the Tart of ldbor officials throughout the country.

Questionnaires were mailed to 796 national, international, and local labor unions.

TWentr-two percent (173) of them respond.6d. Some of the findings of the Breen and

Mtrcus survey were:

1. Only four mnions, two nationals and two locals, reported that they

were doing anything in the field of preretirement education.

2. Relatively few unions had plans to initiate programs during the

twelve months following the survey.

3. A majority of the respondents knew virtually nothing dbovt existing

union programs, but national unions were more aware of other unionst

activities in the field than mere local unions.

h. The largest proportion of unions thcmght that preretiranent education

programs should be offered on the workerst own time. Ipproximately

half of the locals surveyed favored join union-management sponsor-

ship of programs.

5. There appeared to be no sigmificant relationship between respondents'

attitudes toward preretirement education and size of city, regional

location, size of union, and wheth,. the union had an education

officer.

6. When asked to rank the pordblems of their retired workers labor

umions in the survey ranked monegkproblems and the use of leisure

time as the two most important concerns of their retired members;

and, accordingly, it was recommended that preretirement programs

give careful consideration to those topics.
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7. An all-out effort should be made to p vent facts of retirement

to union leaders and key persons in the labor movement, many of whom

seemed to be poorly inforlhad.

Breen and Marcus (1960) summed up their survey by saying:

oRather than be discouraged by the lack of information, the dearth of
existing programs, or the seeming disinterest in this area as a service
of union concern, it is more accurate to describe the present state of
union awareness of the prcblems of older workers as reflective of the
whole society....for many unions concern with preretirement education

is premature. A union mithout an adequate comprehensive Tension pro-

gram will naturally paace a priority on this benefit....Preretirement
education is in its infancy; in time it will become an integral part
of the labor union movement in the United States, compatible mith the
goals, principles and other multiple functions of trade nnionism.ff

(p. h6)

PreretirementjEnatlan-n..:Ia121.2271=12.42.aonsorship

In the United States the most common practice has been for industries and

labor, unions to sponsor preretirement education programs separately or for one to

withdraw from the field whenever the other took the initiative. On the other

hand, one of the first programs in the United States designed especially for

hourly-rated workers was sponsored and financed by a joint Company-Upholsterers'

International Union Retirement Board (Hunter, 1956). To test the effects of

sponsorship the local union supplied the leadership for the program at some loca-

tions while management organized and supplied the leadership at other locations.

In all locations, however, one leadership group had the support of the other

group mhich probably explains the fact that source of leadership appeared to make

little, if any, difference in the participation of the werkers.

This maa not the case, however, in another program with which the author

had firsthand experience. The program was organized by management and the decision

was made not to involve union leaders. As a result, union leaders inaugurated a

vigorous campaign to discourage members from participation e. the pretense that

management was trying uto pull the wool aver the workers; eyes." The situation



eased sonewhat when labor leaders were invited to help plan sabsequent programs

but a fel-fledged cooperative effort has never been achieved.

More recently the author had the opportunity to offer a training program

designed to create companywunion leadership teams for preretiranent education

procrams (Runter; 1961g): Partinipatina in the two-wmk training rojAnt sit

Waterbury, Connecticut, were six persons from the Scovill Manufacturing Company

and a stmilar ruMber from United AutorObile Workers Local 1604. The program was

designed to train leaders from the union and company in the purposes, content, and

methods of preretirement education programs and, equally important, to provide

them with the opportunity to become effective members of leadership teams for sdb-

sequent progrars. Six leadership teams were created and at the present time three

of the teans have successfully completed their first programs for employees of

Scovill Manufacturing Company while the other three teams served as observers and

program assistants.

It has been suggested that preretirenent education offers unique oppor-

tunities for union-managanent cooperation and the Scovill Manafacturing Company-

United Auto Workers pioneering program may well serve as a model for similar

cooperation in other indattrial settings.*

Other SponsorAto

The present review of programs sponsored by companies and labor unions

fails to reflect the growth of prograns which have been sponsored by universities

and colleges, pdblic schools, libraries, the various branches of the military

service, goverrmental agencies at both the federal and state levels (U,S. Civil

Service Commission, 1961), /1.1-MA8, and church organimations because information

about the extent to which these types of organizations have developed preparation

for retirement programs was not available. It appears, however, that the growth

of programs under these other tyTes of sponsorship may have been at least equal

*Since writing this report the author conducted a similar training program for per-
sonnel from Chrysler Corporation and United Auto Worker labor unions in the Detroit
area. Immediately following the training program twelve management-union leadership
teams initiated preretirement education programs for Chrysler Corporation employees
and their spouses.



to the gromth of programs under company and union sponsorship. Obviously, the time

is long overdue for the creation of a central clearing house of information so that

organizations mhich have pioneered in this field could exdhange information and

offer mittnsa aasistance and a census of the growl= number of organizations initiat-

ing programs for the first time could be maintained. Moreover, now that labor

unions, industries, and a host of other pdblic and voluntary organizations have

entered the field, the time has come for a more careful consideration of a cooper-

ative approadh to preretirement education bawd on a principle of shared responsi-

bility among all agencies of a canmunity which have a concern for the wellbeing

of older people.

Evaluation of American Programs

What is the effect of participation in a preretirenent education program?

Does the person mho took part in a program make any better adjustment to retirenent

than the person mho does not participate? A review of preretirememt education

literature revealed that matt of it merely describes or makes stbjective estimates

of the results of preretirement education and, as far as the author could deter-

mine, there mere very few items of preretirement education research in which

Objective-type results mere prep' d to show effects of participation in programs

(Mack, 1958; litnter, 1957; Et uy 1960).

Mack (1958) evaluated the effectiveness of preretirement education programs

by combining data for 281 sUbjects who participated in 16 different programs in

the Chicago area, The stbjects ranged in age from 55 to 82 years mith &majority

of the subjects between the ages of 60-65. TheyTepresented various occupational

levels, but the author stated that skilled and white-collar levels were over-

represented. Each sUbject filled out a "Retirement Planning Inventory" at the

first and the final sessions of the progran. Statistical tests were applied to the

differences between the percentages of favorable responses to eadh statement of the
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inventary on the pre- and post-tests. Mack concluded that the program reduced

fear, increased positive attitudes taward retirement, increased constructive

planning for retirement, and created desirable behavior changes in retirement

preparation.

At the reqaest of the Niagara Falls Board of Education the author (1957)

conducted a study of a preretirement education program in which a group of 73

hourly-rated workers who ranged in age from 60 to 65 years participated. The

subjects were employed by three Niagara Falls industries, two of which mamufac-

tured chemical products and the other, different kinds of business forms. Before

and after data were obtained in order to study change as a result of participation

in a preretirement education program in 1) retirement attitudes, 2) retirement

planning information, 3) plans for retirement, and 4) plans put into action.

It was concluded that significant changes took place in each area investigated

except that of retirement attitudes.

Bmrgess (1960) reported results of a two-Tear research project which cora-

pared changes in attitudes toward retirement among 200 subjects who participated

in a preretirement discussion progran as against changes in attitudes among a

matched group of subjects with no exposure to a program. The highest gains result-

ing from the program were in retirement planning, financial planning, retirement

anticipation, and retirement ltving. Burgess concluded that there is little dotibt

that successful adjustments in these four areas are practical conditions to a

satisfactory retirement. Only moderate gains, however, appeared in such categories

as retirement attitudes, social adjustment, and mental outlook. Unfortunately,

for our purposes this report of Burgess' study is part of a general statement

describing the Chicago Waking the Most of Maturity" retirement planning program

and not a detailed analysis of the research project itself. Nevertheless, it

appears that this was the first time in which a control group was used in prere-

tlrement education research.
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This review revealed some fairly obvious limitations to the research which

has been conducted in preretirament education. It also pointed up some important

gaps in our knowledge about the ohjectires9 content, and methods of preretirement

education.

1. Samples of older workers who participated in the Mack and Hunter

studies vere not scientifically selected and both studies suffered

from lack of a control population.

2. None of the research projects concerned themselves explicitly with

a theoretical frame of reference or with testing appropriate con-

cepts. Each of them impliea that if certain kinds of changes took

place subjects were better adjusted in retirement. No attempt vas

made to define adjustment.

3. The evaluation instruments used in the three studies were not sub-

jected to rigorous exanination. Thus, there is no assurance that

they tested vhat they were supposed to test.

4. Subjects representing different occupational levels were included in

all three studies. No attempt was made, however, to compare results

achieved by different occupational levels. Neither did the studies

examine the effects of such other variables 33 literacy level,

health status, financial status, place of birth, years remaining

before retirement, and sex of subjects.

S. Each of the studies was conducted with stibjects who lived in or near

metropolitan centers of north central United States, It may well be

that there are certain generAlly established patterns of avocational

interests, organisational attachments, and modes of living in this

region which differ from those prevailing in other places, industries,

and occupations and that these differences have an important bearing

on preparation for retirement.
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6. The three studies implied that the group discussion method is the

beet method for bringing about desired dhanges in the sUbjecte. No

proof was offered, however, that this was really the case or that

the discussion method may have been more successful with one group

of subjects than with another. All three prograns used printed

mmterials to conveY information and stimulate thinking and discus-

sion. Yet the relative appropriateness and effectiveness of these

materials for different kinds of sUbjects including those whe mere

foreign-born was left to conjecture.

7. Audio-vismal aids, including current films on aging, were also used,

to stimulate discussion but we learned very little about their

effectiveness in these particular programs. Ekperience of some

practitioners indicates that current films are much too lengthy and

complete ir their analyses of problems to serve effectively as tools

for stimulating the decision-making process. Also, it is said that

older workers sometimes have difficulty identifying with the charac-

ters, the situations, and the solutions to problems wtich are pre-

sented in the films.

8. Finally, current research was not designed to study long-term or

sustained effects of participation in a preretirement education

progran.

Although it is relatively eary to compile a list of questions with which

research might have concerned itself, It should be recognized that these initial

research efforts could not have encompassed the study of so wide a range of varia-

bles as that suggested in our critique unless they had had many more subjects with

which to work; and, of course, at that time an adequate number of subeets were

not available.



Further research on rreretirement education is urgently needed as more and

more people participate in preretirement education programs and, hopefully, our

own longitudinal study of preretirement education which is in progress will make

a contribution to the field. This later research is an experimental study of the

effects of participation of automobile workers in a preretiremert education pro-

gram. New progrtm materials were developed including a series of seven short

films, still pictures, and several kinds of reading materials. The design of the

project will permit a comparison of results during the first year of retirement

for two groups: one which participated in a preretirement education program and

a control group which did not take part in a program.

Implications for Future Programs

In certain respects-much can be learned from the experience of the past ten

years since sane of the first preretirement education programs were offered in the

United States. At the same time, it should be recognized that preparation for

retirement programs are largely an untested educaticral effort, and, moreover, that

aocial scientists have not established as yet objective criteria for this and most

other practical programs for older people. Under these circumstances program

planners must make the best decisions possible with the information at hand.

Here, then, are some issues which appear on the basis of the present stage

of development of preparation for retirement programs to be important ones for

further conaideration.

New Research
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As noted earlier a review of the literature revealed only three reports of

research on preretirement education programs. In addition to other limitations,

each of these research efforts failed to produce conclusive evidence that programs

brought about fundamental changes in the attitudes of participants toward retire-

ment. Is it possible that programs have depended too much an chance in this



respect and not enough upon planned effort to utilise the preretirement group as

a setting in which decision-making, attitude change, and the establishment of

normative behavior were purposefully encouraged? This is an iiportant question

beccnse other research (Thompson, 1958) indicat:d that an anticipatory attitmde

was closely related to adjustment in retirement.

Maw kinds of researca are urgently needed as a basis for future program

develowent. What are the relative merits of group discussion, lecture and

indivtlual counseling methods for different categories of older people? How

effeotive are current reading and visual materials? What are the most effective

methods of recruitment? Under whose auspices should preretirement education be

given? At 'hat age should a program be offered? In view of the spread of prere-

tdrement programs in the United States, it is a matter of some importance that

rtsearch findings are playing so small a part in their development ond conduct.

Practitioners have shown very little interest in evaluating their programs, and

there has been practically no cooperation between practitioner and research worker

in this field.

Recently the author wrote letters to 24 social scientists in the United

States asking for ideas on the most urgent problems needing investigation in pre-

retirement education. Each of them nade many smggestions for research projects

and, for the most part, they endorsed the ra1ue of research in this field. Thus,

we believe the time is right fol encouraging greater cooperation between practi-

tionor and research worker in this field. Also in this regard, the National

institute of :Labor Education brought together social scientists and labor educators

from several American universities to develop ylans for an interuniversity research

mcject in preretirement education (Hunter, 1962).

Eperinentstion

It does nrt follow from the need for research that further progre. 4 in the

fleld should wait until such time as social scientists rroduce new findings to



guide program development. TO the contrary, the practitioner should be encouraged

to engage in nore experimentation immediately. FOr example, current programs are

uniformly preoccupied with the problems of older people. Other orientations

could be explored including a program designed primarily to teadh middle-aged and

older people new roles for retirement or to demonstrate hov 'te older individual

could utilize his community as a laboratory in which to 1,4 himself for retire-

nsnt living or to help him assess and practice positive attributes of maturity

which, regardless of external circumstances, could support and sustain him during

the later years. Of course, programs designed primarily to satisfy these Objec-

tives would differ both in content and methods from those we have become accus-

tomed to offer people about to retire.

Occasionally in our preretirement education prograns retired persona have

been used with considerable success to give advice on various aspects of retire-

nent such as finding suitable activities for the retirement years, nmking the best

decision on a place to live, and maintaining good health during the later yeare.

At the present time personnel men, labor educators, adult educators, and geron-

tologists give advice on retirement when, as smatter of fact, retired persons Are

probably in abetter position to communicate neaningfdl experience and help prere-

tirees acquire an accurate understanding of the retirement years.

Program RelEaltbiliky

Finally, we come to the question of whose responsibility it is to offer

preretirement education programs. The record shows that many groups and organiza-

tions in the United States are in the business of helping older people prepare for

retirement--industry, labor unions, government agencies, libraries, universities,

public schools, churches, and so forth. It also shows that there is considerable

variety among organizations in the extent to which they have been willing to

engage in one type of program or another. Some industriem, for example, have



rejected the idea that they were responsible for anything actre than informing the

anployee about pension benefits. Other industries 'have offered a program in

which they gave information and actvice on many aspects of retiranent. A few

labor unions have offered a pr,Igran but most of ttan consider other concerns of

mpme The **ma won *rim nignVAITImatit surAnnimt annA of vtia believed

that a preretirement education program infringed on the personal life of the

civil servant, while others were anong the first to offer a program.

The author contends that preretirement education is the primary responsi-

bility of public education but that many- elements of the community including

labor unions and industry must make their proper contribution to the total effort

of supplying facilities, funds, and leadership, motivating participation, provid-

ing information, giving counsel, developing opportunities for retirement living

sad encouraging older people to avail themselves of the opportunities created for

them by- the ccamunity. It probably makes very little difference where the pro-

gran is offered--in a university, an adult education department, a church, a !MCA,

an industry, or a labor unionas long as the participants feel comfortable with

the setting. Of course, experience indicates that some groups of older people do

not feel comfortable in a Tub lic st,7001 setting, and, -when this occurs, public

education must be adaptable enough to conduct prograns elsewhere.

There are several reasots why it has been recommended that preretirement

education become the primary responsibility of public educntion in the United

States:

1, There la now fairly general recognition that Tub lie education in

the United States has a responsibility for continuing education,

that seoendery and college education does not. connletely sat:Isfy

the educational neeis of people as they griv older, and, indeed,

that it is impossible in view of the fast-paced change which



sur Is modern-day man to educate once and for all at any purticu-

lar Preretirement education is a special kind of continuing

education.

2. As part of public education preretirement education is in a better

position to command on-going financial sul.nport.

3. Personnel in public ealucation possess the skills necessary to con-

duct quality programs, and they are in the best nositicn by view of

training to develop new materials and techniqles for use in mere-

tirement programs.

4. Public support of the program encourages participation of other

agencies of the community including the library, Social Security,

employment service, publil health, and so forth.

5. Finally, it is suggested that preretirermnt education Is best con-

ducted as Part of rublic education in order to encourage older

people to view their community and all its resources as an impor-

tant, if not the most important, avenue oy which to achieve Toed

adjustment in retirement. This is the same as saying that the

achievement of a community- rather than a work-oriented way of life

could very well be the crux of adequate preparation for retirement.

It would be unfortunate, however, if organizations -which have played such

an important role in the development of preretirazent education were to relinquish

all interest and support once the program became public education's responsibility.

Industries and labor unions are in the very best posiiion to contact and encourage

the participation of their older people, and most of them could help pay part of

the cost of the program. Other organizations including churches, labor unions,

and Was are in a position sometimes to make facilities available. Colleges and

universities should be encouraged to maintain a close relationship in view of

their capacity for research and program development.
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Cooperation, liaison, and mutual support on the part of all these groups,

with public education being held primarily responsible for the program, should

not be difficult to achieve. Community..wtde committees are already an established

technique in the United States and in Great Britain for developing and sustaining

adult education programs.



V. Preretirement Education in Great Britain

The survey of preretlrement education programs in Great Britain vas con-

cerned with three topics:

1. Organitation and Sponsorship of_Prograns. How many and what kinds of

organizations indicated an interest in the program? What kinds of plan-

ning preceeded initial efforts? Wrio financed the programs? Were parti-

cipants in programs expected to pay a fee? To what extent were prere-

tiranent education programs an established part of adult education?

2. Characteristics of Pro 5rams. When were the first programs organized?

How many and what kinds of programs were being offered? To what extent

were programs designed for special gronps? What was the number and

duration of sessions? What kinds of topics were covered? Who served as

program leaders? What kinds a methods were being used to conduct pro-

grams? What kinds of program materials were used?

3. Sittics of p.........m.eristrtici to, What kinds of people took part in

programs? What was their age =I occupation? Did husbands and wives

take part in programs together? What kinds of eligibility requirements

were in force?

A fourth and equally important topic of program evaluation was not inauded

in the survey because it was assumed that few, if any, of the organisations would

have data for this purpoee, and, indeed, that most of thee would have taken the

point of view that evaluation must wait until more experience has been gained,

Organization and Sponsorship

Although preretirement education is a recent innovation in Great Britain,

amoximately 100 organisation!) of one kind or another have indicated an interest

in the program with as luny as 20 different kinds of organizations represented

among them. There was, however, sate concentration of interest and program
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development. Specifically, Tible 16 shaws that 3 of the 20 or more kinds of organ-

izations--Nonresidential Colleges and Institutes of Further Education, Workers'

Table 16. Organizations in Great Britain Which Are or Have
Been Interested in Preretirement Education.a

Types of Organizations
All Interested
Organization?

Survey
Organizationsu

Local Education Authorities0
Nonresidential Colleges and Institutes
of Farther Education 23
Evening Institutes and Adult Education
Centres 7
Education Committees and Deparments 7

Residential Schools and Colleges 12
Rewnsible Bodiese
Mbrkers' Educational Association Branches 12
Ettramural Studies Departments

Volmntary Organizations
Preparavion for Retirement Committees
or Councils 8

Other Voluntary Organizations 14
Industries 9
Miscellaneous 6

Total

5

1

2
1

5

1

102 17

a
The staurces of this information are a mimeographed list of organizations titled
"Organizations which have run, considered, or are considering Preparation for
Retirement Courses--4th List" and a mimeographed sheet titled "Preparation for
Rotirement Organizations" which were prepared by the Preparation for Retirement

Committee, N.O.P.W.C., during August, 1963. A year following the collection of
these data there were approxtiately 150 organizations interested in preparation
for retirement programs. . -

bThe organizations included in this survey are ones which were known to the
Fteparation for Retirement Committee, N.O.P.W.C., to have well established'

programs.
cL.E.A. have statutory powers to provide adult education pmgrams and to make
financial grants for this purpose to other organizations.

dThere are approximately 6 long- and 30 short-term residential adult education
schools or'colleges in Great Britain which receive support wholly or in part

from public funds. Residential colleges, some of which are located in converted

country houses, provide a variety of liberal arts and practical couraes.

e
Responsible Bodies are organizations
receive government grants tcward the

20 university extraaural departments
Association in 21 districts.

other than L.E.A. which are eligible to
cost of teaching services. They include
and branches of the Wbrkerel Educational



Educational Association branches, and Residential Colleges--accounted for over half

of all interested organizations.

Seventeen of all the organizations known in 1963 to have had an interest in

preretirement education mere selected as samey organizations (seri Table 16)

because they had programs which mere being offered on a more -pegalar basis than

the others. Each of the predominating types of organizations interested in pre-

retirement education was included in the group of survey organizations.

Financial Arrangements

The 17 survey organizations mere adked to describe how their programs were

financed. Table 17 summarizes their statanents about all sources and'the prin-

cipal source of income. On an average survey organizations received financial

Table 17. Sources of Income for Preretirement
Education Programs in Great Britain.

Sources of Income

-
All Sources, Principal Source

Mostay dependent upon pablic funds
Local educatima authorities 10 6
Ministry of education

.

2 3
College of further educaticn . 1 I

Partly dependent upon public funds
ILE.A. branches 3 1
University extramural departments 2 *1

Fees paid by participants 12 1

Employer sabscriptons 6 4
Gifts and donations 3

Total 39 17
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sapport from at.least two different sources. Ao might be expected since education

is nationally subsidized in the United Kingdom, programs were supported most fre-

quently by public funds. Twelve of the survey organizations charged participants

a nominal fee ranging from 2 to 15 shillings, but in only one instance mere fees
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paid by the participants a major source of income. Hence it carnot be said that

the programs were self-supporting.

To the contrary, in addition to almost complete support from public sources

the programs enjoyed one or more services-in-kind as sham in Table 18. Several

Table 18. Services-in-Kind Contributed to Fteretirement Educa-

tion Programs Conducted by Survey Organizations.
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Types of Services*in-Kind
Number of

Survey Organizations

Speakers for the program
10

Salaries of tutors or disaussion leaders 8

Meeting place
3

Office space
2

Volunteer leader for the program 1

Consultation
1

Total
25

INIMmaginum

organizations supplied speakers including the Ministry of Pensions and National

Insurance, industrial personnel departments, university unite, and city health

department:3. In over half of the programs the salaries of tutors or discussion

leaders mere paid by other organizations and In same cases the meeting place was

provided free of charge.

Only two of the programs, the ones copducted by the Edrmingham and the

Glasgow Retirement Councils, operated under a separate budget. As might be

expected, the largest share of the two budgets, each of which approximated

3,000 pounds in 1963, was devoted to salaries, printing costs and office rental.

Otherwise, most respondents reported that their weretirement education programs

were not budgeted separately from other programs whidh, were being offered.
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The First British Program

Om of the survey organizations, Rubery, Owen and Company, Ltd., is credited

(Heron, 1961) with having offered the first British program. The need for the

program originated in a special workshop which was established in 1949 under the

directian of Mr. J. P. Rainsbury for hourly-rated workers who had reached retire-

ment age but who wished to continue working at lighter jobs. Before initiating

their first preretirement education program in 1958 the Company sought the advice

and assistance of Alastair Heron, then Directcr of the Medical Council's Unit for

Research on Occupational Aspects of Ageing at the University of Liverpool, studied

American programs, created an advisory panel of company and trades union repre-

sentatives milich helped plan, promote and supervise the program, and conducted

meetings and interviews with middle-aged and older employees to get their reac-

tions. The interviews revealed that the workers had restricted interests, few,

if any, plans for the fUture, but that most of than bad a lively interest in

participating in a preparation for retirement program.

There are several features of the Rubery-Owen program which are noteworthy,

nut the least of which is the careful planning which preceded the first program

(Rubery, Owen and Company, Ltd., 1961). First of all, attention was given to

creating within the Company understanding and cooperation on the part of all

levels of management. Trades union representatives were involved in helping to

plan the program. Most importantly, time and effort was spent in assessing the

needs of older varkers and in eliciting their interest and participation.

Planning and Organization for Other Programs

Having discussed the care with which the Rdbery-Owen program was established,

it is a matter of some interest to review pre-program planning and organization

on the part of the other survey organizations. Mhat kinds of planning preceded

their first program? What was the evidence frau an organizational standpoint, if
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any, that preretirement edreation in Great Britain was becoming an estdblished

adult education program? Table 19 summarizes the different kinds of actions which

Table 19. Actions Taken Prior to the Initiation of Prere-

tirement Education Programs in Great Britain.

Types of Pre-Program Action

41SISSISSNISSISISMISSIASSOINSIMISNINIS

NuMber of Slimy
Organizations Taking Action

Sought information, advical or assistance from:

Established programs
In Great Britada (no4; specified) 9

Glasgow Retirement Council 4

Birmingham Retirement Council
The University of Chicago Program ,1

British universities
University of Liverpool 10a

University of Aberdeen 1

University of Southampton 1

Preparation for Retirement Committee, N.O.P.I.L.C. 8

Local education committees or authorities 4

Trade unions 3

Workers1 Educational Association 3,

EMployers
2

Foundat'Lon
1

Appointe6 an advisory ccmmittee to the program 9

Conducted,formal surveys to obtain information

and reactions from:
EMployers
Older wcekvrs

Promoted the progran through direct mailing of an

announcement or use of mass media

Conducted experineutal coarse

Total

111111111M11101

5
2

9
1

7 14

aMost of these responses referred specifically to Dr. Alastair Heron of the

University,of Liverpool. Dr. Heron became Chairman of the Preparation for

Retirement Committee, N.O.P.W.C., when it was established in September, 1960,

and he played a major role in organizing the RUbery-Owen progran. Hence, some

of the responses included in this total may have referred to requests for

information from the Preparation for Retirement Committee, N.O.P.W.C., while

others may have referral to requests for information about an established

progran.



the survey organizations undertook prior to their first program, These actions

are of special interest not only because they reflect the manner by which RYltish

program were preparsd but also because they indicate the sources of leadership

which have been used to develop an entirely new program in adult educatior,

AZ mIguu c7tpesuloau, +Akro, a-Ls wl Vum SUrvvy'vwran ',--it'.s.Ltr4 Ai 3 2...P 14 A.
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turned to established programs for information and guidance. Rubery, Owen and

Comparly, Ltd., one of the survey organizations amd the ilret to develop a program

in an industrial setting used the University of Chicago program as a prototype.

In a subsequent section of this report where program content and methods are dis-

aassed it will be of interest to dbserve how an original relationship to the

Chicago program may have affected stbsequent British developments.

Table 19 also shows that the survey organizations tended to seek assistance

from the University of Liverpool and, more specifically, from Dr. Alastair Heron,

then Director of the Medical Research Council's Unit for Research on Occupational

Aspects of Ageing, and from the National Old People's Welfare Councills Preparap.

tion for Retirement Committee, Neither of these organizations, the Unit for

Research in :Jcaupational Aspects of Ageing or the N.O.F,I.LC. which played so

prominent a part in belpir3 to develop British programs, however, is an adult

education centered organization.

In addition to the Uhiversity of Liverpool, the Universities of Aberdeen

and Southampton were mentioned as sources of assistance. These connections

between universities and preretiranent education are of special interest because

within university settings one may expect to find competencies which make possible

careftl assesenent of program materials, methods and results, assumino, of course,

that those who are skilled in educational research and developnert view preretire-

ment elucatiOn as a productive field in which to invest time and effort. Hunter

(1962) on the basis of a survey believes that there is a growing interest on the



pert of social scientists and adult educators in the United States in preretire-

ment education research of various kinds. Although a similar survey has not been

made in Great Britain, it appears that educators and social scientists in British

universities are becoming increasingly interested in the field, and if this trend

continues it is most likely that important contributions will be made to the

further careful development of programs.

Loical.Adv Committees

Preretirement education programs in Great Britain, unlike most programs in

the United States, have had the benefit of considerable caamumtty involvement and

support. WIne of the survey organizations appointed voluntary advisory ca-vittees

before initiating their first program (see Table 19).

In the development of voluntary advisory committees emphasis was placed on

haring representation from adult education, industry, and trade unions, probably

because these kinds of inveIvement are indispensible in promoting financial sup-

port and the participation of older workers (Table 20). This important base was

Table 20. Types of Personnel Serving on Nine Advisory Committees
to Preretiremant Education Programs in Great Britain.

NIMINENO66111111Nall1

Types of Personnel on Advisory Committees Number of Each
Type of Personnelto Preretirement Education Programs

Educators

Industrial leaders (directors, personnel men,
welfare officers, etc.)

Trade unionists
Physicians and other health personnel
Leaders from voluntary organizations
Local government officials
W.E.A. representatives
Chamber of Commerce personnel
Social workers

Total

10a

7
5
5
4
3
2

1

45

aFor the mst part these_ are adult educators.



broadened, however, in several instances to include representation from education,

local government, health organizations, voluntary and social services and so forth.

At least two of the local edvisory groups wore unique, the Birmingham and

Glasgow Retirement Councils, to the extent that they concerned themselves with

much more than the wistion of preparation for retirement. Each of them is actively

engaged in the stwiy of the problems of the elderly worker, the promotion of occu-

pational activities for retired men and women, the development of facilities for

hobbles and handicrafts for the retired, the formation of retired employees groups,

the dissemination of inforaation ard advice through publications and personai con-

tacts, and the encouragement of industry' and other appropriate organizations in

the community to participate actively in bringing about abetter environment for

older workers. Thus a continuum of effort is involved beginning with the older

worker on the job, his concerns about the future, and progressing to the retired

family seeking satisfactoryways to use its l'ure and maintain social relation-

ships.

At first glance one is likely to equate the retirement councils, such as

the Birmingham and Glasgow Councils, to committees on aging which are to be food

in many. American communities or to old people's welfare committees in Great Britain.

A closer view, however, reveals some important differences. The retirement coun-

cils are primarily concerned with what happens to workers before they retire

followed primarily by services which reflect the need to replace a 'work with a

leisure life style. The American committees on wging or the British old people's

weafare committees, on the other hand, usually incorporate these concerns along

with financial considerations, housing, social services, sickness and disability,

prenntion of illnesss, social and family relationships, and legal affairs.

Another major difference is that the retirement councils actually conduct programs

whereas the others with which they are being compared may or my not conduct pro-

grams.



In sum, it appears that weretirement education programs in Great Britain

umlike similar programs in the United States have been supported borvoauntary

advisory gi uiip which, because they are representative of several important com-

munity- groups, are in a position to lend considerable stability to each local

develortnAnt.

A Nationalttlm.qam

At the national level in Great Britain the development of preparation for

retiremmnt programs has derived considerable impetus from the Preparation for

Retirement Committee of the National cad People's Welfare Council, an organization

established in SepteMber, 1960, as a direct result of financial support given by the

National Corporation for the Care of Old People for work initiated by the Prepar-

ation for Retirement Study Group in 1955.

The Preparation for Retirement Committee under the capable leadership of

its secretary, Miss Lorna Hubbard, is primarily a service unit and a central

clearing house to which information can be sent and from which anyone interested

in preretirement education can obtain advice. In addition, the Committee has

launched a series of publications beginning with "Preparation for Retirement--

Solving New Problemsfi by Alastair Heron (1961) which will cover the various

aspects of retirement.

In view of the shortage of qualified persons to conduct prerptirement

education programs, the Committee has offered a series of conferences at national

and regional levels to train potential leaders. In 1963 the Committee in associa-

tion with a number of voluntary, industrial, and commercial organizations organ-

ized the first national conference on the topic: "Preparation for Retirement--

Anse Responsibilityl" This important conference had two major objectives:

first, it was concerned with making a careful assessment of recent developments

and, secondly, with developing guidelines for the future. The conference



culminated in a resolution to transform the Preparation for Retirement Committee

into a separate organization and to seek support for its continuation.*

Hence, in the Short period of five years there has been establiched in

Great Britain a network of voluntary advisory groups at the national and local

levels which can be expected to encourage an orderly progression of effort on

behalf of older people seeking to prepare themselves for retirement. Nothing of

this sort has developed in the United States despite the fact that Americans

have been in the business of preretirement education for a much longer period of

time.

Other Im ortant Influences

Adult education in Great Britain includes a considerable array of statu-

tory, voluntary, religious, educative, and other kinds of organizations, but this

is the situation in the United States as well. With regard to the special kind

of adult education which has been called preretirement education, it was noted

that initial impetus came from organizations in Great Britain which were not

adult education centered. There is at least one reason which may explain the

situation. Organizations sach as tile National Old People's Velfare Council and

the Unit for Research on Occupational Aspects of Ageing at the University of

Liverpool were among the first to conduct studies of the needs and behavior of

older people (Heron, 1962, National Old People's Welfare Council, 1949). Hence,

it should be expected that they would be intimately acquainted with the situa-

tions of older people and, accordingly, would be among the first to concern

themselves with techniques including preretirement education for reducing the

impact of aging and the loss of job.

*Since the time this report was prepared the Preparation for Retiranent Committee
of the National Old People's Welfare Council became on February 6, 1964, an

independent organization titled The Pre-retirement Association.
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The impression is not intended, however, that other kinds of organisations

and especially those which are primarily involved in adult education did not have

a hand in the dsvelopment of preretirement education in Great Britain. To the

ccOzary, there is good evidence that the Workerst Educational Association was

actively engaged in developing the first prlretirement education program offered

by Mary, Owen and Company, Ltd., in stimulating the first programs offered in

Glasgow and Airmingham, and, in cooperating with organisations in at least nine

other contaituent areas, in the conduct of preretirement education programs.

Having a pool of persons who were skilled in adult education techniques, general

public acceptance, and ready access to large voters of adults made the Workers!

Educational Associationts role in preretirement education an exceedingly important

one. Moreover, the Workerst Educational Association in a definitive report

titled "Aspects of Adult Education" (1960) described preretirement education as

one of the ',growing points" of Its total program, and expected it to become a

major cooperative effort between its various constituent branches and educational

agencies throughout Great Britain.

To the extent that adult educators in colleges of further education,

residential colleges, nonresidential institutes and centres, and university extra.

mural departments have been involved from the beginning in helping to plan, imple-

ment, and conduct programs, it should be raccgnised that professional adult

education bas already left its mark on the emerging field of preretirement educa-

tion, end, it is equally noteworthy that considerdble attention was given to the

program by the National Institute of Adult Education in an excellent study by

Brian Groanbridge (1960) titled "Education and Retirement." Since there la

nothimg in the United States to approximate Groombridgete analysis of the function

of edhcation in the retirement process, adult educators in Great Britain are in a

somewhat better position to assess their role and offer further leadership in the



field, The only comparable work which adult educators in the United States have

available is the publication edited by Wilma Donahue (1955) called "Education

for later Maturity" which was prepared under the auspices of a Committee on

Education for Aging of the Adult Education Association of the U.S.A. This first

if not the only attempt to prepare cceprehensive guidelines for those interested

in the development of educational pvograms for aging urgently needs to be updated

and documented with appropriate Objective data.

What was the evidence that preretirement education in Great Britain had

become an established adult education program? To reduce the amount of guess-

work in this matter answers were sought to same specific questions:

1. How many and what kinds of organizations were interested and

involved in the program?

2. Haw much and what kinds of financial support were being

offered?

3. Mhat kinds of organizational action had been initiated and

were these actions likely to lend stability and continuity

of grogram?

h.. Mere programs being offered on a regular basis?

In regard to the first questionthe one dealing with organisational parti-

cipationthere appears to have been an unusual proliferation of organizational

imvolvement within the relatively short period of five years since the first pro-

gram was offered. To be sure, the number of organizations which were involved

is not the beet measure of program stability. On the other hand, the kinds of

organisations which sponsored, supported and implemented programs is important.

Even more important, traditional adult education agencies have seriously committed

themselves to the program and were working cooperatively-4U other interested

groups.

In regard to the second questionthe one dealing with financial support--

there was evidence that public funds 'ere the major source of income. Some



prograus including the ones offered by the Birmingham and Glasgow RetireLent Coun-

cils, on the other hand, have tended to emphasize other sources of funds; and at

times it appeared that their situation has bean a precarious one. Even so, no one

has seriously doubted the continuation of these two outstanding programs. Ggrrer-

ally speaking, the kinds and amounts of financial support are in a state of flux

with an initial trend in the direction of solidifying public support. In our

Judgment there is no better insurance for future program development than the

commitment of public funds channeled through well established adult education

organizations, and to the extent this is happening in Great Britain the situa-

tion certainly looks healthy.

In regard to the third and in some ways the most important consideration..

the one of organizational action--it was apparent that careful planning preIeded

most 'programs and that effective use was made of various kinds of leadership and

other program resources. In a very short time a network of organizations vas

created combining local and national effort which during the ensuing phase

Should lend substantial aid toward sound progna development.

Finally, all lyul two of the survey organizations offer programs on a

regular basis one year to another. This and the other kinds of evidence which

have been presented leads one to the onclusion that a sound basis has been

created for preretirement education iv Great Britain from which further orderly

growth can be expected.

On the other hand, it would be naive to assume that there are no hurdles

to be negotiated in order to achieve the future growth of programs. First, in

Great Britain as in the United States there is a critical shortage of persons

trained to conduct quality preretirement education, and with the exception of the

Preparation for Retirement Committee of the National Old People's Welfare Council

no one including the universities in Great Britain has taken responsibility for

training leaders. The lack of leadership could very soon stultify further grolith.

Secondly, there is still same distance to be traveled before adult education



institutions generally in Great Britain accept preretirement education as a normal

function. To be sare, certain pacesetters, approximately 17 of them, have taken

up the program and to some extent others may be expscted to follow, but experience

teaches that more general acceptance may not be a matter of simply imitatihg the

Mopran if for no other reason than adult education institutions in,Great Britain

are seriously ovefburdened ia relation to the present level of financial support

Accorded them. Then, there is the problem of recruiting those who might beneit

most frau rerticipation in preretirement education programs. Groombridge suspects

that present adult education programs for older people have failed to achieve this

goal (1960, p. 129).

Characteristics of Programs

CcmtimulILLI:Programs

Among the organizations which were included in the present survey Belstead

House Adult Residential College vas the first to offer a program in 1956; Rnbery, Owen

and Company, Ltd and the Glasgow Retirement Coticil followed with programs which

they initiated in 1958 and 1959 respectively. These important beginnims and the years

When the other survey organizations offered their first programs are shown in Table 21.

Table 21. Years in Which Organizations in Great Britain
Offered Their First Preretirement Education Program.

111111116

Year of
First PrograMa

Number of
Survey Organizations

1956 1

1957

1959

1P

id
1958

1960
1961
1962
1963

Total

2

9
2

1
17

allot included among the survey organizations, Braziers Park School of
Integrative Social Research offered a course titled **Planning for

Retirementfl in October, 1955.

bBelstead House Adult Residential College.

°Rubery, Owen and Company, Ltd.

dTbe Glasgow Retirement Council.
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Most of the programs were of recent origin. Thus it may-be premature to judge

continuity of British programs, Moreover, it will be recalled that arganizations

were not included In the present survey unless they were known to have well

established programs. Table 22 shows the effects of this selection. ior example,

Table 22, Continuity of Preretirement Education Programs
Among Selected Organizations in Great Britain.

Tear of Years Program Number of Total Number

First Pro- Has Been Survey of Programs

gran: Offered Organizations Offered

0111111114011111111111AMINW

verage er

of Programs Per
Organization
Per "fear

1956 8

1957 7

1958 6
1959 5
1960
1961 3 2d

1962 2 9
1966 1 year or less 2

Total 8 16e

10

6
29

18
88

5

157

1.2
1114110111,

1.0
5.8
11011111111111.

3.0
4.9
3.0

1.2

aBelstead House Adult Residential College

bRubery, Owen and Company, Itd.

0The Glasgow Retirement Council

dIncludes the Birmingham Retirement Council

eInformation not ascertained from one organization

each of the survey organizations offered at least one program annua47 since its

first one, and some of them offered as maw as four lirograms each year, The

Glasgow and the Birmingham Retirement Councils, as might be expected, had a much

higher average than any of the others. During the past five years the Glasgow

Council conducted 29 programs while the Birmingham Council conducted 51 programs

in a two-year period.

Approximately 100 organizations were known in 1963 to have been or to be

intwested in preretirement education (see Table 16). Thus some proportion of
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the total nuMber of interestel organizations, a proportion whidh could "De as large

as 83.3 percent, took one or more initial steps in the development of preretire-

merit education programs but failed thereafter to develop a program or if they

offered a program failed to continue it.

Why did the 17 survey organizations establish an ongoing program while all

or same of the others failed to do so? Was 1ead3rdhip a factor? Did pre-program

planning make a difference? Whs financing more adequate in some instances than

others? Did the 17 organizations have more complete support from industry, trade

unions, adult education, and other elements of the community? Theca are important

questions in the assessment of preretirement education but, unfortunately, data

were not obtained in order to compare the 17 organizations which maintained con-

tinuity of program with those which did not.

Types of Programs

Respondents mere asked to iv,Ocate to what extent they offered prograns to

specific groups such as the employees of an industrial firm or to mixed groups,

for example, groups of people mho enrolled with no reference to place of employ-

ment. Four of the survey organizations replied that thay offered programs only

to specific groups; eight of them reported that they programmed only for mixed

groups; and fiveof the survey organizations offered prograns sanetimes for

specific and sometimes for mixed groups. There is a tendency, nonetheless, as

shown in Table 23 for the survey organizations to have offered almost twice as

Table 23. Number of Programs for Specific
aid Mixed Groups of Participants.

Type of Group ;NuMber of Programs

Specific 101

Mixed 56

Total l57
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many programs for specific as for mixed groups. The majority of the specific groups

consisted of groups of emplayees from single industries.

Released Time--A British Inavation

In the United States most preretiranent educ3tion programs havA bepn nffaroa

during evening hours on the perticipantst own time. In Great Britain, on the other

hand, organizations have experimented with several sdhemes, as Shown in Table 24,

Table 24. amber and Types of ?reparation for Retirement Programs
Offered by SiAeen Organizations in Great Britain.

Types of Programs NuMber of Prograns
Percent
of -Total

Afternoon Release
Day Release
evening Classes
Midweek Residential
Week Residential
'Weedenff Resilehtial

Total'

72
45
25
9
4
2 -

157

45.9
28.7
15.9

2 q
1.3

'100.0

/MINN

including -the 'method of releasing an -employee 'frau his job with nO losS-or only

partial' loss Of pay in:Order tO particiPate in a daytiMe Prograk: TO date alitiost'

three-fou-ths (117) of the 'PrOgrais'-have been Of 'thia tYpe. Dependence'Upon 'this

system ,rather 'than sdee,..tither' cckild be' due to so Many programs having 'been modeled

after the Iiicinetthine Rubery-OWen'tnd 'the Glasgow Retirement CoUndil iel'eae-dd tiiné

schemes.

British incluStrilitleaderi'vhomthe adthor'interviewed gave several
, 4. N. r 1 47/50 A.

reasons why they and othe7s were willing to release men from the! jobs and pu
,r

a subscription fee,for then to take_ part in a preroirewnt education program.

In the first place, they Said that support of the program wae one may fcr cci-
panies to recognize years of service. In addition they believed that



preretireLent education created good morale among the workforce and better pUblic

relatians.

American industrialists express their reactions to preretirement educa-

tion in very similar terms. Yet, industrialists on both sIdes of the Atlantic

must take these results of preretirement education on good faith because data

are not available to make a case one way or another for worker morale or pdblic

relations.

Fran the workerts sbandpoint raeased time could make the difference

between taking part or not taking part in a program, but it could also represent

expectations with which the employee felt he had to comply. Although our obser-

vation of Britidh programs failed to reveal LIT negative effects of the released

time scheme, further study is required to answer this and such other questions

as: Does the released time system discourage participation of the wife? To what

extent does the released time system tend to keep the program industry-centered

rather than adult education- or community-centered?

Having discussed some of the more general aspects of programs, let US

turn our attention to such other features as number, duration and,frequency of

m3ssions, topics covered, leadership, and program methols and materials.

Duratian of Prograns

The data presented in Table 25 indicate that there was considerable

variety among preretiroment education programs in the number of sessions which

they offeredl'in the duration of session's, and, accordingly, in the-total number-

of hours devoted tO prOgrams. Sone programs had as few as 5 session's;

others had as many as 10 two-hour sessions, and still Others'consisbed'of sessians
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Table 25. NuMber and Duration of Sessions in Seven-
teen Preretirement Education Programs.

Organizational
Case Number Sessions Each Session

NtMber of Duration of

'401101111111111WM1111111111immpougabak 11100111711111111MININIM,

1 ea 2
4

ga
2

7 6a 2
12 6a 2
16 6a 2
3 6a 2

15 7a 2 14
17 7a 2 14
5 10a 2
2

3
b 8

11 10
a
a

3
1C 6 6
9 7a 6

13 et 8
14 6a
6 7a
8

Total Hours
Devoted to the

Provam

10
12
12
12
12
12

SNOW

20
24
30
36
42
48

8 48
8 56

70 8 56

a
Consecutive weekly sessions

b
Three consecutive midweek days

0Seven consecative days

of 4, 6, or 8 hours duration. In fact, the total nuMber of hours devoted to a

program varied from as few as 10 to as many as 56 hours.

Are the longer programs better than the shorter ones? No attempt was made

to compare the quality of British preretirement education programs, but one might

assume that certain things were accomplished in the longer which were not accom-

plished in the shorter prograns. To explore this possibility the 17 programs

were divided into two groups, a "short progran" group made up of those programs

of 10, 12, or 14 hours duration and a nlang program" group made up of those pro-

grams of from 20 to 56 hours duration. Table 26 summarizes the topics covered in

all programs and in the short and long programs. At least three considerations
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Table 26. Topics Covered in Seventeen Preretirement
Education Programs in Great Britain.
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Table 26 -(cont td.)

Topics

/01.111000.01.4.1.111VP4114,

or ong All
Programsa Programs° Programs
(N-8) (N-9)

Gettlur Community or
Count

trips
Social, cultural or education
facilities

Know your community or country
(general)

Local history

Law and the Older Person

9 9

3 4

3 3

2

1

Summary and Critique of Program

Gereral smmmary and appraisal 3 6 9
Appraisal based on questionnaire 2 1 3
Post-program progress report - 1 1

Nlaisvar

aThis was a group of programs of 8, 10, 12, or 14 hours duration.

bThese programs were from 20 to 56 hours duration.

°This included single mentions of learning a foreign language, bird matching,
cookery, current events, television viewing, hiking, and travel.

are common'to all programs: 1) financial, 2) health, and 3) personal and social

adjustment. In addition, two-thirds of the programs included discussions of one

or more types of retirement activities and half of the programs programned field

trips of one kind or another to help participants become better acquainted with

their community or country.

Despite these similarities, the content of the short and long programs

differs markedly in some respects. First of all, the lcng programs were much

more likely than the short programs to include a discussion of various reti.2ement

activities. Similarly, the long programs tended more than did the short ones to

include topics designed to make participants better acquainted with their commun-

ity. To be smre, there is nothing unexpected dbout these results. The short



programs emphasized the major retirement contingencies whi3e the longer programs

had the opportunity to add other considerations. Later in the report me expect

to compare the characteristics of British programs with the characteristics of

American programs.

Program leadership

Presumably, continuity of program and involvement of group members arci

enhanced by using the same leader for the several sessions of a preretirement

education program; and, indeed, in all but three of the British programs the same

rather than a different person served as discussion leader.

For the most part, British programs were led by adult educatoii 11 out of

17 programs), a physician served as leader for ore of the programs, two.other

programs mere lod by retired persons, while in another program the speaker of the

evening was responsible for conducting his own program. Information About tmo of

the program leaders was not available:

The range of functions which leaders performed is summarized in Tah3e 27.

Table 27. Leadership Functions in British
Preretirement Education Programa.

OWIMEN/mlink

Functions of Leaderts

INNONINIMININEENINNIMI

.1111111111111111' VIMINIMMIIMENINW

liZienurASTOrs"..
Performed

Each Function

Lead the discussion or question-answer period 11
Provided continuity 6
Gave one or more of the lectures 4
Organized the program 4
Introduced speakers 2
Assessed reactions of perticipants 2
Took attendance 1
Made reports 1

Total 31

MNINNIEMEIMEMENIIIN

Leading the discussion or the question-answer period and providing continuity

were mentioned more than any other function of discussion leaders.
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Pro ar..EjL1:1,..lods

Respondents were asked to identify the various methods they employed to con-

duct preretirement education programs and to indicate which method they used more

than the others (see Table 28). Although all of the informants maintained that

Table 28. All Methods and Principal Method Used in
British Preretirement Edacation Programs.

Program Methods Al]. Methods Principal Method
(N-17) (N-17)

Lecture 17 12
Group discussion 17 3

Question .and answer 13 1
Demonstration or exhibit 12
Field trips 11
Visual aids 1 1

OM

Total 71

they used both lecture and group discussion methods and, in addition, a majority

used the ciaesbion-answer and demonstration methods, it appears that mach more

time was devoted to the lecture than to any other method. Accordingly, it seems

reasonable to conclude from these data and firsthand observation of programs that

preretirement education in Great Britain has been largely a lecture-type program

with opportunity to aSk questions or to participate in discussion.

Provam Materials

Few, if any, of the programs distributed complete sets of booklets cover-

ing various retirement topics including health, finances, living arrangements,

leisure activities, and so forth. On the other hand, al but tbree of the pro-

grams made available one or more kinds of reading material (see Table 29) or they

distributed a list of references and made arrangements for members to obtain them
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Table 29. Types of Reading Material Distributed to Participants

in British Preretirement Education Programs.

4~11frfamagnIBO

Types of Material

Number of
Programs
(N-17)

Library list
8

Special preparation for retirement literature 5

Pamphlets describing government programs 2

Pamphlets describing canpany pension benefits 2

Lecture scripts
1

Directory of community resources
1

No literature distributed
1

N.A.
2

from a local library. At least one of the programs in which a library book list

was distributed conducted an entire session in the lihrary on the subject of

interesting reading materials and how to find them in the library.

Characteristics of Participants

As part of the survey of preretirement education programs in Great Britain

information was sought about the age, sax, occupation, and eligibility of par-

ticipants despite the expectation that few, if any, of the organizations mould

have complete records of these kinds. Surprisingly, many of the organizations

offering preretirement education programs had collected considerable information

about participants, and to their credit they undertook the task of compiling it

for the survey. For example, 14 of the organizations supplied records of the

number and sex of participants in their programs, 13 of the organizations pro-

vided information about the age, and 12 of them presented information about occu-

pations of participants. To be sure, the information was incomplete in sane

instances but it was adequate, nonetheless, for purposes of the following general

descriptions.

Sex of Participants
11011MAN 1111111111111111

In Table 30 it will be seen that men comprised 83.2 percent of all parti-

cipants in the programs. In two of the programs, one of which was conducted in
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Table 30. Number and Sex of Participants
in Programs in Great Britain.

*---"Tera"..gel."1.----r-7----rreerre

Size ofNumber of Participants
Organization Total Number Numberin All Provans

Number of Programsa per Grou s

,,,,,s,.pr
''''..".......4"..........41BIL.12.19.

hien Women Total

1 28 30
58b

3 19 15 25
2 38 187 225 10 22 15 40
3 950 5o moo

b
51 20 15 35

4 250 50 3 15 20 12 25
5 N.A. LA. N.A0O.b N.A. N.A. 10 15
6 338 98 436 29 15 15 25
7 N.A. N.A. N.A. 1 N.A. 10 15
8 N.A. N.A. N.A. 4 N.A.
9 60 .. 60 2 30

Sc G3
30

10 142 41 183 9 20 15 30
11 160 -- 16o 5 32 35
12 210 .. 210

b c6 35 30
13 43 8 5113 3 17 15 30
14 34 .. 34b 3 11 N.A. N.A.
15 39 12 51,_ 3 17 c 18

c16 65 lto 105° 3 35 12'

17 233 8 241 lo 24 12 4C

Total 2590 524 3114 157
Percent of Total 83.2 16.8; 100.0
Average Number 20 13 28

aThe first program in this compilation was offered in 1956 and the last program
in December, 1963.

Nives were invited to participate with their husbands in all or part of the
program.

°No lower or upper lhnits in the preferred size of the group.

a Residential College, women outnumbered the men. Altogether, women participated

in at least ten of the programs sometimes as employees, more Q.ften as wives of

employees. In two of the programs wives attended a single session by themselves,

in other programs they attended a special weekend session with their husbands

and only in two instances did wives attend throughout the program. The trend

appeared to be one of increasing involvement of the wives.



Until the more recent programs, however, preretirement education in Great

Britain has been a program primarily for men rather than for men and their wives,

a result Which could be related to the tendency in Great Britain to offer pro-

grams during working hours and on company grounds tnd to a long-standing tradition

=Ong industrial workers that vives do not present themsolWm at thair huSband'S

place of employment except for rare social occasions.

The author has offered preretirement education programs on company grounds

and during working hours in which very few wives participated, but in at least

two othsr instances when programs were offered during working hours and.off com-

pany grounds, once in a church and another time in'a local school building,

nearly all the wives attended. Wives were &AO more likely to attend programs

offered :la the evening and off company grounds. The explanation for these dif-

ferences appeared to be that emploYees did not want their wives to come to the

work Place, and-wives found it inconvenient or impossible sometimes to jdin their

husbands in a program during the daytime. This was especially true of wives who

were egployed.

Number of Particir ats

Table 30 above also shows that the 17 survey organizations have offered a

total of 157 programs in which 3,114 persons have participated. Two of the organ-

izations, the Birmingham and Glasgow Retirement Councils (Organizations No. 3 and

6), offered half (50.9 percent) of all the programs to 1,436 or 46.1 percent of

all the participents. Of course, preretirement education is the primary function

of the Birmingham and Glasgow Retirement Councils whereas it is one of several

responsibilities of most of the other organizations.

The average number of particiAnts in all prograns is 20 which correaponds

vitt' the preferred size of groups as Shown in Table 30. Six of the organizations,

however, averaged more than 20rparticipants per program.
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The size of a preretirement or any other education group is often related

to objectives and methods (Raeachie, 1963; Hill, 1960). Presumably, one of the

major goals of rreretirement education is to encourage decision-making, and,

accordingly, group disaassion in small groups is preferred to lectures in large

groups. It has already been noted that British prograns appeared to emphasize

the lecture method. On the other hand, in at least eight of the programs--those

with 20 or fewer memberssmall group discussion techniques could have been

effectively used.

Age of Participants

The question of age or of distance from retirement usually arises whenever

an organization makes plans to conduct a preretirement education program. Is it

better to wait until the anployee is on the verge of retirement or to offer the

program many years ahead of retirement? Nom many years ahead of retirement?

A great deal has been said about the value of early planningas much as five or

ten years ahead of retirement. fet, experience in the United States indicates

that regardless of special efforts to involve people during the middle years,

most of them wait unttl retirement is imminent before they will elect to parti-

cipate in a preretiranent education program.

To explore the situation in Great Britain respondents were asked: "Do you

have an age qualification for enrollment in your programs?" and "What specifi-

cally is the age qualification?" Thirteen of the organizations which participated

in the survey stated that they had age qualifications for participants in their

programs. Table 31 summarizes their responses, soma of which were stated in

terms of minimum ages while others were stated in terms of a minimum and 4

maximum age. The data indicate that it was the intention of at least seven

of the program leaders to encourage older people to enroll in preparation for

retirement programs as early as 10 to 1 5 years ahaad of retirement.
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Table 31. Age Qualifications for Participation in

British Preretirement Education Programs.

Ammuminerriftsamemismourirmorommarimmeimmirr

Age Qualification

NiiMber of

Organizations
(N.-17

%years of age and older
50 years of age and older
50 to 55 years of age
53 to 60 years of age
57 to 65 years of age

64 or 65 years of age
Maxim= age of 65

Total

4
2
1
2

2

1
1

4

17

Table 32 shows that approximately 30 percent did, in fact, enroll in pro.

grams early, but that over half of the participants (56.0 percent) were 60 to 64

years of age and much closer to retirement. Although the importance of early

Table 32. Age of Participants in British
Preretirement Education Programs.

Age of Participants

Under 50

50 - 59
60 - 64
65 . 69
70 and older

Total
Median Age

Num er of ercen

Participants of

J14-9) Total

6 0.5

375 28.8

729 56.0
96 7.4

14 1.1

81 6.2

1301 100.0

62 years

°Wine of the 17 survey organizations supplied information

about the age of 1,301 participants or 42 percent of all

participants included in the survey. Four organizations

indicated a range of ages in their programs, i.e., 30.86,

50-70, 55-65, 50.70, vhile no information vas obtained from

four of the survey organizations.
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preparation has been emphasized in this country and in Great Britain, it may not

be as important in the run as a readiness of the preretiree to give careful

consideration to retirement whether this readiness occurs ten years or only one

year frcm retirement.

2=ations orapar....2t ants

All but five of the organizations supplied occupational data for 2,491 or

80 percent of au participants in programs (see Table 33)., Approximately the

Table 33. Occupations of !Participants in British
Preretirerint Education Programs. .

11111111, ailsONIN

Occupations of Participantsa
lumber of- ercert
Participants of

(N-12) Total .

Professional, admini strative, technical,

and executive 337 13.5

68.5
15.8
0.8

1.3

Highly skilled, skilled, and moderately
skilled 1706

Semiskilled and unskilled 394
Housewife 21

N.A. 33

Total 2491 99.9

aSource
of occupational categories: Brian Groombridge, 1966. Educa-

. _t

tion and Retirement, p. 149, London: National Institute of Adult
Education.

same proportion of professional, administrative, technical$ and-executive and of

semiekilled and unskilled have been attracted to British preretirement 7:grams.

Together the two categories cOmpriee only 29.3 percent Of participants. Highly

Skilled, skilled, and moderately skilled employees comprised 68.5 percent of all

participants. Hence, 'although British programS have tended to involve persons

from all occupational groups there has' been a clearcut tendency to emphasize the

highly skiiied, the skilled, and the Moderately ski] .ed occupations.
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VI. Comparisons and Their Implications

Having analyzed the structure and functions of preretirement education, what

can British and American practitioners learn from each other's efforts, and whet

are the special issues confronting futare program developnent in these countries

Ind in countries where preretirement education is relatively unlmown? The par.00se

of this final chapter is to summarise, make comparisons, and focus attention on

questions of this sort.

The advent of an unprecedented number of private pension schemes WI a

public system of social security during the period between the two world Trims

formalized to a larger extent than ever before the time and conditions of retire-

mitioft in the United States; and, similtaneously, created the need to have the

vyrious aspects of pension systems explained to older employees. Early surveys

(see Table 15, p. 25) showed that American industries vex ,he first to ari811210

this responsibility. More than any other organization they had daily contact with

older employees, they maintained records which were required to adminitter pension

programs, and they were accustomed to pilovide services of this kind.

Hence, in the United States preretirement education originally took the

form of interviews between employers and employees on various aspects of a pension

program. More recent surveys, including the ones conducted by Wermel and Ilaideman

(1961), Franke (1962), and Shultz (1963), showed that individual interviews had

continued to predominate as the method most frequently used by American industry

to prepare its employees for retirement but that their content had changed some-

what iron one dealing almost exclusively with a pension ;rogrma to one dealing

with this and other subjects including the use of leisure time, the maiiatenance

of health, the management of one's income, a choice of a place to live, and so



forth. Yt appears likely that a similar chain of events occurred in Great Britain

beginning with the passage of the National Insurance Act of 1964 and the more

recent development of private ocaupational pension schemes (Shenfield, 1951).

?reretirement education programs in which groups of older people came

together to receive information and to discuss various aspects of retirenent

were found to be of more recent origin; and, at the present time, almost every

group discussion program in the United States, and in Great Britain as well, can

be traced to prototypes developed by social scientists at The University of

Chicago and The University of Michigan labo had been conducting some pioneering

studies of the needs and problems of older people. Despite a common origin,

there are important differences between American and British programs--differences

in the manner by which programs were organized, sponsored arid financed, in the

specific character of the programs, and in the kinds of peopae who participated

in than.

2Eraizaams
In the United States there has been considerable diversity in the kinds of

organizations, public and private, under whose aegis preretirement educatian

group dismission programs have been offered. At the same time, American industry

:nd, to a somewhat lesser degree, American labor unions have sponsored and con-

ducted more programs than any other organizations. It is of interest, moreover,

that adult education in the United States has not assumod any major responsibility

for the program. A Committee on Education for Aging was organized in 1951 by the

Adult Education Association of the U.S.A., but having produced a handbook an

educational programs for later maturity (Donahue, 195) the Committee became

inactive and thP Association has not sdbsequently offered any substantial leader-

ship in the field.
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Following the 1960 White Howe Conference on-Aging there was a flarry of

activity to encourage support of educational programs for aging, including prere-

tirement education programs. 'ilegional conferences followed by conferences in sane

states were conducted in order to stimulate interest and mobilize resources for

program developnent. Results have not been encouraging.

Notwithstanding the more recent origin of programs, the involvement an&

support of public adult education institutions appeared to be somewhat more fully

realized in Great Britain. Fran the beginning there has been relatively more

concentration of interest; and support among public educational institutions,

and from the beginning pablic funds have been the principal source of income for

preretiremmt education program. Finally, it was observed that a number of'

local committees and a national advisory camnittee for preparation for retirement

programs have been created to exchange information, to consolidate public and

private resources, to sustain existing programs and to encourage the development

of new programs (Hubbard, 1964). American programs would benefit considerably,

in our opinion, were similar kinds of public and private organizational support

to be achieved.

Public sponsorship and support of preretirement education programs makes

possible the participation of all interested older persons rather than those who

happen to be members of a particular sponsoring group. It insures continuity of

programs. It makes available skilled leadership. Bat most of all, public sup-

port of preparation for retirement programs recognizes education's responsibility

for helping people learn and make satisfactory adaptation at all age levels

including the older ones.

But having achieved primary public support, local and national advisory

groups such as those developed in Great Britain add an important dimension to
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preretirement education, notably, the in.volvement of ccumunity groups including

Management, labor, employment, religious, heath, educational, welfare, and

recreational. Those who have coneocted programs in conmurities fetich have meager

opportunities for older persons, md only a half-hearted interest in their well-

beings will readily appreciate the. Importance of Comuriity iniolvement ex an

indispensable corollary to preretirement edmation.

In stun, the position taken ta this' report -is that group preretirement

education programs are the primary responsibility of publicly; supported educational

institutions, and that the involvement of other community groups is desirable as

a means for sharing the cost of the program and for creating- an environment in

which older people can realise opportunitiei for satitfactory retirement living.

Characteristics of Proce.ut

Moist preretirsirent education pr6graus In the Ilnited'States- deal'with the

pradtical- concernS:Which olpier!-people 'etpreta in:tobneaion- With Incrattinte.

nonce, health, and haling Something to db. .srith oneiee'time'after retiretients but

there is considerable differences one program tO another, in the Completeneis with

which these and other topics are presented. For example, discussioris.of income

maintenance frequentlY do not include a discussion of' family budgeting, invest-

ments, and life insurance'. Similarlys.discussione of health differ in' the extct:.t

to which they include such topics as mental health; diets, nutrition's exercise,

and community health resources; and there is considerable difference in the extent

to which American programs imclude a discussion of different kinds of activities

for the retirement years, the meaning of work and retirement, relationships with

family and friends, places to live during retirement, legal affairs of older

people, opportunities for volunteer service, and community resources for aging.

Most British programs also included a discussion of income, health, and

activity for the later years. It was observed, however, that British programs

tended more than did American promos to undertake sucir other- considerations as
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personal and social adjustment, field tripa designed to help members become better

acquainted with their community, and a vide range of activities for the retirement

years, with gardening, reeding, music appreciation, haneorafts,- and volunteer

service opportunities having been discussed more often than any other activities.

The difforence in the content of programs appeared to be a functior of the

amount of- time deVotai to programa. Lost progr`ams in the unit 3ct States consist

of no more' than ten sessions, or a total of approximately 20 hours.of program time.

Half of the British programs studied were from 20 to '56 hours duration, and it was

thescrirrogrant of longer ;duration which differed most in: canpariaon with American

program's. -.Most practitioners agree, that programs( of 20 hours-duration_ are a-

minixtUni, and that additional time, if it- cam be,made. available, makes possible a

much itore'effective program.

Before- leating the relationship between: dttration- And content of -programs,

it is noteworthy that the organization of program time is different_ in Great

Britain; Three=fourths of :lhe. British Trograms conSist öfiaZternoon Or de7long

sessions while the majority of American programs consist Of two-hour- evening

sessions. After, observing the longer sessions in Great Britain, it-was -concluded

that they may have greater potential than do weekly two-hour sessions for.members

to become acquainted, for the interchange of viewpoints and experiencesilor-

thoroughgoing presentation of material and ideas, and for field trips to libraries,

housing projects, activity centers, and so forth. At the same time, sessions

which extend over an entire afternoon or day require careful planning to sustain

interest and to overcome fatigue.

What is needed is more experimentation in the content of preretirement

education programs and in the amount of time devoted to than. Already these

aspects of programs have become standardized to an unusual degree in the United

States. Relatively speaking, British programs are much less standardized, an:1 we

heartily concur with those who have expressed the hope that for acme time each



new program in Great Britain will be viewed as an experiment in Objectives, con.

tent, and methods (Groedbridge, 1960; Heron, 1961; Hubbard, 1964).

Probably the nkst critical aspects of preretirement programa other than

their content are the availability of qualified leadership and the methods used

to achieve specinc objectives. In the United States leadership training courses

have been offered by The University of Chicago and The University of Michigan

(Hunter, 19603, 1963, 1965), but their efforts have hardly satisfied the growing

demand for qualified leaders throughout the country. Lacking training opportun.

ities adult eduoators9 personnel men, labor leaders, librarians, recreation

workers, group leaders, counselors, and others have had to learn on the jdh.

As a matter of fact, there appears to have been a considerable benefit in, having

people of different backgrounds serve as leaders in preretirement education pro-

grams especially *en they have served ae leaders for groupe of older.people whom

theykrtemrwmal.

Leaderdhip training for preretirement education is more limited in Great

Britain, but the demand for leaders has not been as great, and until recently most

programs have been offered in educational settings of one kind or another where

leadership was at hand. Thus there is still time in Great Britain to institute

training programs for a burgeoning program.

The wisdan of providing continuity of leadership appears to have been

recognized on both sides of the Atlantic.

Respondents in Great Britain were asked to identify the methods they

employed in preretirement education programs. All programs studied u/tied the lec-

ture and the group discussion methods and, in addition, a majority ot them used
/
respondents

indicated that they devoted more time to the lecture than to ai other method.

The conclusion was reached that preretirement education in.t7reat Britain has been

largely a lecture-type program with opportunity for dl:scussion following the



lectures. Based on surveys of preretirement education programs in the United

States, it appeared that American programs, like British programs, tended to

emphasize the lecture method.

Systematic data which show whether or not the lecture method is more effec-

between the lecture and the group discussion methods (Hill, 1960) but, more impor-
be suggestive. First of all, there are some generally recognize6 differences

tive preretirmant iouci2t1 on nrngrsrmist than some other method such as the group

discussion method are no l. available and until such time as appropriate studies

texts with the realitation, of' course, that findingt in other contexts can only
are made for this purpose one can only refer to comity. Lona reached in other con-

tent, it is presumed often that the group discussion method is capable of achieving

objectives which are not so readily achieved by the lecture method. 7?or example,

one finds evidence that whereas the lecture end discussion methods appear to be

equally effective as a means for acquiring information, the discussion method

possesses greater effectiveness than the lecture method as a means for changing

attitudes. It should not be surmising, therefore, to /earn that most evaluations

of American programs (Mack, 1958; Burgess, 1960a; and Hunter, 1957) showed that

attitudinal change was achieved to a much lesser extent than most other objectives.

American programs, in other words, have not been designed in all likelihood to

achieve attitudinal change. There are several possibilities why the lecture

method has been favored over the discussion method in both countries. Leaders

may not have been aware of the results which can be achieved by various methods

or they may not have possessed the skills required to conduct a group-discussion-

type program. Regardless of their proficiency in one method or the other, leaders

may have thought it was easier to conduct a lecture program than it was to conduct

a group discussion program. In any event, the question of appropriate methods for

preretirement education is an exceedingly important one for investigation, and it

cannot be investigated apart nom the question of objectives of programs.
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Characteristics of Participants

It vas presumed that a survey of the meaning of retirement along similar

groups of industrial workers in Great Britain and the United States would yield

guidelines for the developtnent of preretirement education. Accordingly, a ques-

tionnaire which had previously been administered to a group of American automobile

workers was administered to a group of autanobile workers in Sag land and Scotland,

and a comparison was made of !various aspects of retirement including reasons for

retirement, attitude toward retirement, readiness for retirement, and anticipated

adjustment to retirement.

Although generalizations are not possible, it appears that these particular

groups of workers and especially the British group of workers might have benefited

considerably frau participation in a preretiretnent education program. On each

measure British werkers had a more negative, =accepting view of retirenent than

did the American vorkers.

To achieve a more positive view toward retirement anong these or similar

groups of industrial workers, it appears that preretirement education should have

the capacity among other things to 1) convey various kinds of information inelrA-

ing rather ccmplete information about the financial and health status of &Aar

people in retirement, 2) prcmulgate a positive attitude toward retireemt by

whatever means seem appropriate including the use of successfully rvbired people

as examples, 3) help participants make reasonable plans of action with regard to

their management of income, health, activity, and living arrangements, It) encourage

participants to initiate courses of action of their ow choosing before they retire,

and, finally, 5) serve as a setting in which frames of reference can be devised.

for various roles.

There is some question whether or not persons who view retirement negatively

avail themselves of the opportunity to participate in preretiranont education pro-

groms. As participants in programs have so often said, RI% looking forward to
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retirement. The fellow who is fighting retirement--he isn't here.n Much raore

needs to be known about the attitudes of those who participate in preretirement

educabion and those who do not partiripate. As a matter of fact, practitioners

are seriously handicapped in the development, promotion, and conduct of programs

because so little is known at-out those who take part alit those who do not ttce

part in program. For this reason the present; study attempted to bring together

as much information p.gt was available to describe persons who have taken part in

American arid British program. First of all, in regard to the sex of participants

there appeare:i in both countries to be a trend in the direction of greater par-

ticipatim of wives, but until recently programs have been offered primarily to

men. There are probably good reasons for the primary emphasis on the men

erpecially in Great Britain where most programs have been offered under industrial

auspices, during working hours, and on company grounds.

Husbands and wives should be encouraged to give caretil joint consideration

to retirement and to share in the vital decision-making that is required. Wives

whose last child has left home are in a position to tell their husbands what it

means to relinquish a major adult role. And, it is the wife who in the last

analysis must accept or reject the Ai ll-time presence of the retired husband in

the home. Sane wives look forward to having their husbands around while others

resent it. In a group discuesion preretiranent program one is able to encourage

the interchange of feelings and reactions on the part of accepting and resentful

spouses with considerable benefit to an concerned.

A second tendency among participants in programs of both countries was

that many of them waited until they were on the verge of retirement before they

enrolled in preretirement eciucation programs. At the same time, efforts were

being made in both countries to enroll people at earlier ages, as early as five

or ten years ahead of retirement. Results have not been encouraging, but very

little has been done except to low the age of eligibility. Program
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advertised to enrich the middle adult years thryugh self-assessment, the develop-

ment of now interests and ways to be of service to others might have greater

appeal to people 45 to %years of age than those whioh are advertised to prepare

people for retirenent.

An extremely small proportion, albeit an increasing one, of older persons

in Great Britain and the 'United States have participated in preretirement educa-

tion programs. Presumably, those who have participated in present dsur programs

bmvel been a selected group of older people, and it may be that those who might

have profited most were not inclined to participate. Yet, no one would suggest

that pressure should be brought to bear to make the more reluctant participate.

Participation in pre:retirement education as far as anything is known about it has

been and should continue to be completely voluntary. If larger mgmbers of older

people are to be brought into the program they should becone interested on the

basis that the program has something to offer them, and not because it is presumed

that everyone 'till benefit from participation. To the contrary, it is our firm

conviction that most older people will make a satisfactory adjustment to retire-

ment whether or nct they participate in a preretirement program. BUt this is not

the same thing as saying that preretirement education has no merit. For those

who choose to take part in our programs we are committed to design an educational

experience which will enhance their understanding of themselves, of the environ,

ment in which they live, and facilitate their adjustment to it. This is the

important task at hand.





1. Your name

2. Your addres

Appendix A

ATTITUDES OF AUTOMOBILE WORKET: IN
ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND TOWARD RETIREMMIT

Confidential
Date

Place
11111WX107.11111WIMMinalOVEMIMMIIIIMMISAWAIWIM.POWNWONO.118.

.111 AMINMEINIWINIMIIIM:VONMENAMON6

3. When were you born? MO1411 Day

4. Sex: Male Female
=116.401IIIIIssa IIIIIMelper ea

5. In what country were you born?

6. Which of the following statements best describe your present marriage?

Year

I have never been married.
I am married and living with my spouse.
I am married but separated from my spouse.
I am widowed.

am divorced.

7. How many years of school did you complete?
--Mrerr7r-

FIRST, WE WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT RETIREMENT.

8. When do you expect to retire? Month YearMAMINV.1Ir UMMAN.Ir Mr, OMMINOPIWMINeO, arag

I am undecided (What is your best -,uess? Month
Year

01114=kr

111117111 WNW asermomposolp

9. When you retire what do you think will be the most important reason? (CHECK ONE)

Because I will reach the age when I have to retire.

Because of my health.
Because I will have difficulty doing my job.
Because I will want to retire.
Another reason. (M.:at is it?

10. If you plan to continue working for some time, what is the most important reason

for your making this decision? (CHECK ONE)

I expect to retire.
Because I like my work and dontt want to give it np.
Because I dontt have enough money to retire on.
Because Itm afraid of not keeping occupi.Dd.

ilr-IIMOK

Another reason. (What is it?
twat. 111~111, Agal111.11=MIN Aram..
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11. After you retire do you plan on looking for work? (CHECK ONE)

Yes (How much? F1111 time Part time)

No

Undecided
alMMOMSAINc

12. If you plan to look for work after you retire, what is the most important reason

for your making this decision? (cHELT oNE)

/1
ONSWINSINIIIINC

1.01117171,

11100011011M

11=1111111110111011.14.

I don't plan on looking for work after I retire.
I will need the money to live on.
I will prefer working to doing notlAng.
I will enjoy being around other pciple.

Another reason. What is it?
INIMM.INNONII..41041101=1M1111.110110WININVIMM.1.1111=111MMIrsalirdia12.

13. Some people say that retirement is good for a person, some say it is bad. In

general, what do you think? (CHECK ONE)

.111111.11111101IMP

IONNOMP.01111/10

Retirement is mostly good for a person.

Retirement is mostly bad for a person.

1h. Do you mostly look forward to the time when you will stop working and retire or:

in general, do you dislike the idea? (CHECK ONE)

I look forward to it.
I dislike the idea.
Undecided.

15. If it were up to you alone, would you continue working for your present companyl

(CHECK ONE)

11.111

I would continue working.
I would stop working.

16. Do you have a pretty good idea of uhat your life will be like in retirement?

(CHECK ONE)

11111111MINIIIIIMMO

.1.1111111111IMMINI

Yes
No

17. In general, how do you think things will go after you retire? (CHECK ONE)

Very well.
Fairly well.
Not very well.
Not well at all.

18. How long do you estimate it will take you to get used to not working? (WRITE

THE AMOUNT OF TIME IN THE BLANK.)

It will take me to get used to not working.11.111~1....1...11MMII111.1MIL
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19. After retirement how often mill there be times when you won't knaw mhat to do to

keep occupied? (CHECK ONE)

111111111.
Often.

Sometimes.
Hardly ever.

erfaliaCLONIM

20. Htw mell prepared are you fr-v retirement? (CHECK ONE)

Very well prepared.
Fairly well prepared.
Not very well prepared.
Not prepared at all.

21. How long before retirement do you feel that people should start thinking about

retirmnent plans? Years

22. Have you started making any plans for your awn retirement yet? (CHECK ONE)

Yes
No

23. What are you doing to get ready for retirement? (CHECK AS MANY THINGS AS YOU

ARE DOING.)

I'm not doing anything to get ready for retirement.
Developing interests and activities to follow in retirement years.

Reading books and pamphlets about retirement.
Talking with others already retired.
Talking with others preparing to retire.
Attending classes and lectures in ;reparation for retirement.
Making plans with my spouse.
Talking with my banker or broker.
Consulting my insurance agent.
Checking with my doctor.
Making exploratory trips or a trip to another location.

Enrolling in adult education classes.
Planning trips to take.

I. Other. (Please explain.

24. How many of your plans for retirement have you worked out together wi.th your

spouse? (CHECK ONE)

I don't have any plans for retirement.

I do not have a spouse.
Many of them.
Some of them.
A few of them.
None of them.



'12,4
D4'-rt=k.VY"r ___ ...11011111111511,
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25. Think of the time when you will be retired. (PUT A CHECK IN FRONT

"OFTEN," "SOMMIIES," OR "HARDLY EvER OR NETER.")

a. How often will you miss
the feeling of doing a
good Job?

OF Frl'HER

Often S ometime s Hardly Ever or
Never

b. How often will you want
to go back to work? Often Sometimes

c. How often will you worry
about not having a job
to do? Often Sometimes

d. How often will you miss
being with the other
people at work? Often Sometimes

11111111.110.

Hardly Ever or
Never

Hardly Ever or
Never

Hardly Ever or
Never

26. Vhat provisions will you have for meeting the expense of sickness for yourself

or family after you retire? (CHECK ONE)

We would be covered quite adequately.
I guess we would get by in case of sickness.
I think aur provisions would be quite inadequate.

27. Check the types of insurance against expenses of sickness which you. will

after you retire.

Hospital
Surgical

--Medical
None

28. How do you expect your retirement income to work out for you?

have

I will have enough mone; to do everything I really want and plan

to do after I retire.
I will be able to meet my living expenses.
I will barely break even.
I will run a little in the red every month.
I will run seriously in the red every month.

NOW, IC WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT LIFE IN GENERAL

29. All in all, how much happiness would you say you find in life today? (CHECK ONE)

Almost none.
Some.

A good deal.
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30. In general, haw would you say you feel most of the time, in good spirits or in

low spirits? (CHECK ONE)

'Usually in good spirits.
Ugually in law spirits.

31. On the whole, how satisfied would you say yau are with yvir way of life today?
(CHECK ONE)

Very satisfied.
Fairly satisfied.
Not very satisfied.
Not satisfied at all.

32. How often do you feel that there is just no point in living? (CHECK ONE)

1111111.1111

Often.

Sometime s.

Hardly ever.

33. Do you agree or disagree with this statement: "Things just keep getting worse
and worse for me as I get older."?

ON111111111MY10

Agree
Disagree

34. How often do you find yourself regretting the way things turned out for you?

Often.

Somet ime s.

Hardly ever.

35. How mUch do you regret the chances you missed during your life to make the most
out of life?

Not at all.
Somewhat.
A good deal.

36. As you get older would you say things seem to be better or worse than you
thought they would be?

Better.
Worse.
Same.

Don t know.

37. How much do you plan ahead the things you will be doing next week or the week
after? Would you say you make many plans, a few plans, or almost none?

OMNI IIIMMIPMEMI
Many plans.

A few plans.
Almost no plans.
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38. How do you think of yourself as far as age goes--do you think of yourself as:

(CHECK ONE)

Middle-aged.

Elderly.
Old.

Or what? (SPECIFY.

39. What two of the following things give you the greatest amount of EmE21.22is-

faction? (CHECK ONLY ND OF THE FOLLOWING LINES.)

Your
Your
Your
Your

Your
Your

work.
leisu.re time activities (hobbies, sports, entertainment).

family life.
relationships with friends.
church and community activities.
health.

Your financial situation.
Achievements of my children.

40. We want to find out what you think the majority of retired people are like. Look

at the words below. In your opinion are any of these words true of the majority
(more than half) of retired people? Put:

y for "yes" if you think the word describes the majority (more than half)
of retired people,

n for "no" if you think the word does not describe the majority (more than
half) of retired people,

if you cannot decide.

(HERE IS AN EXAMPLE TO TRY OUT FITIST: TALL)

(PLEASE ANSWER EVERY IT21.)

Idse
Aged
Slow
Cheerful
Forgetful
Healthy
Neat
Stubborn
Rijoy themselves

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ANSWERS.

WOODROW W. HUNTER

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

Active
Proluctive
Sad
Good
Alert
Entertaining
Handy to have around
Progressive
Lonely



Appendix B

A Survey of Preparation for Retirement Programs

in England and Scotland

1. Your name and title

2. Your organization

3. Your address

I. ORGANIZATION AND SPONSORSHIP

(Name) (T tle)

h. Whit kinds of planning or organizational activity preceded the initiation of your

first preparation for retirement progran? (Use reverse side if necessary.)

5. Ftior to the initiation of your first program did you seek advice and asiistance

from other organizations? (Check one.) Yes

6. If you replied "Yes" to iten 5, what organizations did you approadh for advice and

assistance? (List organizations.)

7. Do you have a local oanmittee or council 'Ohl& assists you it the development and

promntion of your pr3peration for retirement programs? (Check one.)
Yes No

8. In vhat year was your committee organized? Year No committee

r;_

?

,-
c.

111111.111.01M101.1011e 11Pe

9, Teat kinds of people are serving on your Preparation for Retirement Committee?

(List kinds of people. Ftr example, Director of the Institute of Further Educa-

tion, Physician-in-charge of local hospital, or check "No comm(itee.")

115.1111ft!IIIIMINIMMINOLM* Ink

No committee

10. It your preparation for retirement program offered on a regular basis one year to

another or is it offered on an irregular basis? (Check one.)

MP110011.
Offered an a regular basis MMEM

Offered on an irregular basis
411111

111111IN

U. Are older people who take part in your program required to pay a fee? (Check one.)

/es No

-91-
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12. Haw are your prograns financed? (List sources of income.)

13. From which 3ource do your programs derive the largest amount of financial support?

(Primary source of income.)

14. In addition to money received from one or more sources, does your program benefit
from services-in-kind? For example, instructors or discussion leaders for your
program who receive their salary from same other organization; resource persons or
speakers from various community organizations. (List types of services-in-kind
which help to support your Trogram and the organization which supplies these serv-
ices or check nWo aervices-in-kind.")

Services-in-kind

ANNUMMINIMIN,

Supplied by

No services-in-kind

15. Do you have a budget for your preparation for retirement programs? Yee No

16. What was the total amount of your most recent budget and what was the period of
time covered by the budget? (Enter amount and period of the budget or check nNo
budget.n)

Total amount of the budget

Period of time covered by the budget

NO budget

17. Han you offered preparation for retirement programs for specific groups of older
people such as the employees of an industrial finn or of a governmental unit?

Yes No

18. If you replied :Teen to item 162 for how many different organizations, industrial
firms or government units have you offered prograns?

(Number of different organizatio.)
INNIONIMPONIIV

19. Have you offered progrms to nmixedn groups of older people, 1,e., groups of older
people from different firms or of persons who enrolled with no reference to their
place of employment?

Yes No
0111111711111

20. If you replied "Yes" to item 18, for how many "mixed" groups have you offered
programs?

(Nimiber of mixed groups.)
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II. NUMBER AND TYPES OF PROGRAMS

2L In what year did your organization offer its first preparation for retirement

program?
Year

22. How many preparation for retirement programs have you offered since the first

one? (Please include those programs which you are offering at the present

tine.)
(Number of sUbsequent programs.)

23. How many of each of the following types of programs have you offered? (Please

include those prograns which you are offering at the pressa time.)

Type of Program NuMber of Programs

Day release
Weekend residential
Evening classes
Other type (What?)

Dip) of Progum Number

Afternoon release
Midweek residential
Other type (What?)
Total nuMber of program

III. NUMB'ER AND CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS

of Programs

s o

4INDIN

24. How many older men and women have enrolled in your programs? (Please show

beginning date and nuiber of men and wonen who enrolled in each of your pro-

grams. Uee reverse side if space is needed for additional programs.)

Program
NuMber

....22.....14

Month

Date NuMber of Ptrticipants

Year Men Women Totals
.4.-......-.....

1
2 ......

3 Ate,1041 *00004

4 00 .....

5 ...... ** ...
Totals

25. Do you have an age qualification for enrollment in your programs? Yes

26. If you replied 'Test' to item 201 what specifically is the age qualification?

(Exanples: Ftr persons 60 years of age and older; for persons who will retire

between 1964 and 1970.)
(Age qualification.)

27. Do you know the age of the older peorae who have participated in your programs?

(Check one.) /es No
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33. What is the frequency with which you offer the sessions of your program?
(Examples: Once a week for seven weeks; twIce a week for four weeks; three
conseautive days during the middle of the week; two consecAtive days on the
weekend.)

1111111111111MIMMINIIIIIMMIIIIONW
ININSINIMMIIIMMINIIMIRS1111111111111111111111111111111=MOINEIMINIww

34. What topics do you cover in the various sessions of your program? (Please14.4.
4.a.ou wiv.Luo./

scoria.

Awasommemsaarlamilerimcwilwomes

35. Does the same person or do different persons serve as the leader for the
various sessions of your program? (Check one.)

The same person Different persons

36. What are the functions of the program leader(s)? (List functions.)

1111.11MINIWINI

37,. Which of the following methods do you employ in your preparation far retire-
ment programs? (Check methods.)

111111111011111111=

Lecture

Question and answer
Group discussion

Demonstration or exhibit
Field trips
Other (What?

38. Viewed from the standpoint of the amount of time devoted in a typical session
to various methods, which method employs more time than the others? (Check
one method.)

IIIIMONONOPINOP

Lecture
Question and answer
Group discussion

Demonstration or exhibit
Fie la trips

Other (What?.

39. What kinds of reading material do you provide members of your programs?
(Please describe.)

40. What is the minimum and the maximum nuMber of members which you enroll in your
programs? (Enter numbers.) Minimum

gesIsfamIN
nuMber Maximum number2.12101~

41. What is the group composition of your programs? (Check one or more types of
group composition.)

Groups composed only of men
-"I-1"e Groups composed of men and women

Groups composed only of women

42. Do the wives participate with their husbands in your programs?

43. Date questionnaire was completed.

Yes

We appreciate your willingness to fill out this questionnaire and hope that you willbe able to return it in the near future.

Woodrow W. Hunter

The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan



If the ages of all or sone of the participants are known, ;lease list them in

the following table for the meMbers of eadh of your programs. Use reverse

side if space is needed for additional programs.

Program
Number

.61/10711111111M11111101111.411.01111111111111111.11/111101/11.111111111111111111111.M.

Age of All Participants

001110610000000600106,010100011000

Total Number
of Participants
in Each Program

8

(Example)
011111101fl

1

59, 60, 70, 6 , 63, 64, 67, 691 521 55, 53,

54, 60, 64, 61, 60, 59, 54, 50, 59
NuMber for whom age is not known

1011606006080.10000

2

3

4

5

=06.

41050

'w000106111101. 'Am

29. Do you know the occupations of the older people who have participated in your

programs? Yes No

30. If the occupations of all or some of the participants are known, please indicate

what they are in the following table. (See attached classification for purposes

of categorizing occupations. Use reverse side if space is needed for additional

programs.)

Program
NuMber and 2 3

1

2

3

4
5

4

6 2

0

Number in Occupational Groups
ouse

Total Number of

e or ccupa ion Participants

4 and 5 6 and 7 No Cc cuation Not Known in Each Progr

600000

IV. PROGRAM CONTENT AND METHODS

31. How many sessions do you offer in your preparation for retirement program?

womempean ..0r.

(NuMber of sessions.)

32. On an average what is the length of time devoted to each session?

(Average length of time.)
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